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WORLD CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION FOR ALL:
MEETING BASIC LEARNING NEEDS

5 - 9 March 1990 Jomtien, Thailand

AN NGO STATEMENT ON EDUCATION FOR ALL

1. For decades, non-governmental organizations have dedicated their efforts to
meeting the basic learning needs of diverse peoples throughout the world. So
it is with great enthusiasm that we welcome the Education for All initiative.
Both individually and collectively, international NGOs have energetically
participated in the preparatory process that brings us here to this World
Conference.

2. This statement echoes the voices of NGOs heard at three recent events:
first, the International Task Force on Literacy meeting in Suraj Kund, India,
in October 1989, which drafted the "NGO Call to Action"; second, the Unesco NGO
Standing Commmittee Seminar on Literacy held in Paris, in November 1989; and
third, the Working Consultation on Education for All, organized by the NGO
Committee on UNICEF, in New York in January of this year.

3. We would like to begin by congratulating the organizers of this historic
conference for their wisdom and foresight. They have included NGOs as full
participants in this consultation. In so doing, they have acknowledged the
crucial role NGOs must play if the goal of Education for All is to be achieved.
We trust that the partnerships forged here will expand and flourish throughout
the coming decade.

4. NGOs have long recognized that education is both a moral right to be enjoyed
and a responsibility to be shared by all -- right to be enjoyed and a
responsibility to be shared by all -- students, teachers, parents,
policy-makers, and planners. NGOs are invaluable allies of governments as they
do provide both motivation for and delivery of educational services. They
command a vast reservoir of human and material resources, experience and
creative capacity. Because they tend to be decentralized, they have the
flexibility to adapt effectively to local circumstances and to respond quickly
to changing needs. Given the enormity of the challenge and the sheer number of
new learners, governments, individually and collectively, as well as the UN
agencies, must recognize their inability alone to do all that needs to be done.
Empowerment for learning comes from within individuals and communities which is
where NGOs are rooted. Therefore, NGOs stand ready to work shoulder to
shoulder with governments, donors and specialized agencies as full partners in
pursuit of our common goal.

5. We take this opportunity to highlight some fundamental issues associated
with education for all.

6. Women must be included as full partners in the new alliances created to
-achieve Education for All. The vital role of women as the first educators of
children has been widely acknowledged, if not acted upon; but the crucial role
of women in bringing about peace and social progress is less well recognized.
In order for women to play their part, they must have the opportunity to
develop the full range of their capacities and contribute effectively to every
arena of human endeavor. To encourage the recognition of equality, educational
materials must be freed from negative gender stereotypes. Further, educational
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11. If we mean that Education for All is truly for ALL, then we must address
special needs of those often excluded -- girls and women, the disabled, the
disadvantaged and the culturally and geographically isolated. Instead of
placing ceilings on achievement and accepting that only a given percentage can
receive education, we should strive for every individual to realize his or her
full potential. Such an ambitious and noble goal will never be achieved
through competition. It will require an environment of cooperation --
cooperation between formal and non-formal delivery systems, between NGOs and
governments and between the private and public sectors.

12. If decision makers and planners address seriously the needs of those whoface the greatest obstacles, complementary formal and non-formal delivery
systems will be harmonized and integrated. Because the formal system alonewill be unable to meet everyone's needs, NGOs will be the natural partners ofgovernments. For example, non-governmental youth organizations represent aneffective alternative learning opportunity. Programs for the very young, for
school age children, for youth and adults will represent a continuum allowing
for entry and exit at all levels.

13. Effective basic education programs cannot stand alone. All reforms and new
educational programs must be fully integrated with all other aspects of social
change. The economic, social and cultural realities of the people must be
addressed. Consequently, only genuine alliances will ensure ultimate success.
For example, business and industry must do their share to enhance education andto ensure a viable link between training and employment. The media bears the
responsibility for enhancing the environment for learning and reinforcing
education and training. NGOs must cooperate with the public educational
systems in order to improve quality of education for all in both the public and
private sectors.

14. Finally, the NGOs represented at these three preparatory consultations
offered concrete recommendations to guide collaborative action. We would like
to offer some of them for your consideration.

o Mobilize all possible resources, particularly by
transferring funds from military expenditures to social
programs.

o Exempt education from budget cuts forced by the debt
crisis in many countries, both becasue it is a
humanitarian imperative and because sustainable
development requires an educated population.

o Balance educational investment among all levels of
education in light of the vital and fundamental importance
of early childhood and primary education.

o Decentralize decision-making and expenditure of funds --
both internationally and nationally -- in order to
maximize creative solutions and to involve all social
sectors, particularly NGOs who can effectively utilize
funds in small amounts with minimal costs.



(draft circular letter to NGOs)

Dear Sir/Madam,

Subject: World Conference on Education for All
(Jomtien, Thailand, 5-9 March 1990)

Earlier this year the heads of UNESCO, UNICEF, the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the World Bank launched
a joint initiative to put basic education back on the world's
development agenda. This initiative is expected to lead to a long-
term effort of individual countries and the world community to meet
the basic learning needs of all children, youth and adults. In
order to reach a broad consensus on the issues and on ways to deal
with them, the four heads established an Inter-Agency Commission
(IAC) to organize the World Conference on Education for All:
Meeting Basic Learning Needs, to be held in Jomtien, Thailand, 5-
9 March 1990. Already a dozen governments and international and
bilateral development agencies have joined the original four
sponsors to provide financial and material support for this
important new initiative, and governments around the world have
indicated their keen interest to participate.

From the outset, the IAC has sought to involve representatives
of various nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and consortia in
the preparatory process for the series of regional consultations
being organized during the final quarter of 1989 and for the World
Conference in March 1990. Several NGO representatives are
participating in these consultations and, more importantly, in the
many activities that are now underway or being planned at country
level. The enclosed information note provides further information
about how NGOs can participate in this worldwide initiative.

As one of the four original sponsors, XXXXXXXX wishes to bring
the World Conference initiative to your attention and to suggest
that your organization support it in whatever ways you can. As
this will be a long-term undertaking, there will be ample
opportunity in the years ahead for all interested parties to
participate.

In the near term, the Inter-Agency Commission is seeking to
identify some 45 international NGOs representing constituencies and
interests directly involved in meeting basic learning needs. These
organizations, together with an additional 90 NGOs involved in the
regional consultation process, will be invited to participate in
the World Conference along with government delegates and
representatives of various intergovernmental organizations, all
having the same status of "participant". However, because of the
limited accomodations available in Jomtien, participation will be
by invitation only, and each organization will be invited to send C
only one representative. There will be no registration fee, but
the room and board may total between US$500 and $1100 for the five- 4
day Conference. The IAC has NO funds to support the travel o
living expenses of NGO representatives.



We are informed that the NGOs invited will be asked to
nominate a representative with grassroots experience, since much
of the Conference activity will involve technical discussions in
the 48 roundtables.

Given these conditions, if your organization considers that
it has a unique and important contribution to make to the World
Conference, and if it can support the costs of representation,
please notify (name, address, fax) as soon as possible of your
interest by providing the information indicated on the attachment
to this letter. Notifications received by 30 November will be
forwarded to the IAC for consideration.

(circlet.ngo)



Attachment

WORLD CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION FOR ALL

For NGOs interested to participate in the World Conference

Approximately 45 international nongovernmental organizations
will be invited to send one representative to the World Conference.

If your organization considers that it can make an important
contribution to the deliberations at the World Conference because
of your unique approach, broad grassroots experience, and
demonstrated commitment to basic education, ...

... and if your organization is able to finance the travel costs
(variable) and the subsistence costs (estimate: US$500-1100) of a
representative for the full five-days of the Conference, ...

... you may indicate your interest to participate by providing the
following information to the address given at the bottom of this
page. Please take the time to give the information requested in
a concise manner on 1-2 pages, but do NOT send general information
brochures or other supporting documentation.

1. Full title of the organization in English and (if used) in
French and Spanish.

2. Address, telephone, telex, telefax of main office.

3. Name and title of principal executive officer.

4. Describe membership (e.g. national affiliates, individuals).

5. Number of countries per region with active members (e.g. 14
in Africa, 3 in Arab States, 8 in Latin America, ... )

6. Religious or political affiliation of the organization.

7. Describe participation, if any, in NGO networks and consortia.

8. Describe (1/2 page max.) kinds of activities relevant to basic
education, including literacy.

9. Describe briefly your organization's main constituency .(e.g.
teachers) and the main beneficiaries of its activities (e.g.
slum dwellers).

10. Describe (1/2 page max.) organization's interest in
participating in the World Conference.

11. Name, title, nationality of person (if known) who would
probably be designated to represent your organization.

The above information should be communicated no later than 30
November to XXX (name) at YYY (address, fax).

(attachmt.ngo)



International Task Force on Literacy (ITFL)

International Non-government Organizations

Baha'i International Community
Commonwealth Trade Union Council
Coordinating Committee for International Voluntary Service (CCIVS)
Disabled Peoples' International
International Community Education Association
International Council for Adult Education (ICAE)
International Council on Social Welfare
International Movement A.T.D.- Fourth World
International Publishers Association
International Reading Association
International Union of Students
Laubach Literacy International
Ligue Internationale de l'Enseignement, de l'Education et de la
Culuture Populaire
Movimento Per Un Mondo Migliore (Movement for a Better World)
Women's International Democratic Federation (WIDF)
World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts World Bureau
World Confederation of the Organizations of the Teaching Profession
(WCOTP)
World Council of Churches
World Council of Indigenous Peoples
World Education Inc.
World Federation of Trade Unions
World Federation of UNESCO Clubs & Associations
World Scout Bureau
World Young Women's Christian Assoc.

Regional Organizations

African Assoc. for Literacy & Adult Education (AALAE)
Arab Literacy & Adult Education Organization (ARLO)
Asian South Pacific Bureau for Adult Education (ASPBAE)
Caribbean Regional Council for Adult Education (CARCAE)
Consejo de Educacion de Adultos de America Latina (CEAAL)
European Bureau for Adult Education (EAE)

Cooperating Bodies

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
German Foundation for International Developmcnt
Swedish International Development Authority
Norwegian Agency for International Development Co-operation (NORAD)
UNESCO Tnstitute for Education
Unesco NGO Standing Committee

Canadian Cooperatin Bodies

Movement for Canadian Literacy
Regroupenent des Groupes populaires d'Alphabctisatiol du Quebec



NGO CONSULTATION

EDUCATION FOR ALL: MAX ING IT HAPPEN

New York 30-31 January 1990

This is preliminary list of registrations. Please check your name and
address so that a correct list may be included in the final report.
Corrections should be left on a form at the registration desk. If you

wish your copy of the report to be mailed to a different address please
indicate on a form at registration desk,
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.t Sudha Acharya ANgus Archer
All India oeen' s Conference L1 in Canada
86-42 Midland Parkway, Jamaica Estate 63 Sparks Street WSO
Maw York, NY 11435 Ottawa, ant. KIP 5A6

Dr, Robert Aiken Yahya Babker
Int'l Fed. for Information Processing Islamic African Relief Agency
COceputer Science Dept, 038-24 205 East Ash , Suite 6
Temple University Columbia, NO 65203,
Philadelphia, Pa 19122

Eva Balke
Judy Alladice EP
NYC d, of Ed. A[EHSE Services Lille Froens Vei 10
1750 Lacombe Ave, 0369 Oslo 3, Norway
Brorx, NY 10473

Allison Y. Barnes
Farida Allaghi Christian Childrens Fund
Arab Sulf Fund AOFW) CCF of the Caribbean Region
P.I, Box 18371 P.0. Box 1387
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 11415 St. John's, Antigua

Camille Jackson Alleyne Sylvan Barnet
Cwoecticut State Department of Education Rotary Int'l
69 Gillette Street- 175 E, 62nd Street
Hartford, CT 06105 New York, NY 10021

Lydia Allotry E, Martin Barney
Pan African Islamic Society for Agro-Cultural Dev. Fall River Schools
333 East 181st Street Apt IJ 960 County Road
Maw York, NY 10457 Barrington, RI 02806

Sophia Altin Rhea Barney
reek Orthodox Archdiocese of Friends of Jamaica

N, I S, Averica 960 County Road
2135 Leine Ave. SC Barrington, RI 02806
Fort Lee, NJ 07024

R-E. Dame Ruth Nita Barrow
Arlene Altman Barbados
(P Mbassador and Permanent Representative of
520 N Street S.,, apt 1255 Barbados to the Mited Nations
Washington D.C. 20024 800 Second Avenue 18th floor

Maw York, NY 10017
Hlen Angell

WML/USA Nargaret N, Bedard
131 Popham Road Int'l Catholic Child Bureau
Scarsdale, NY 10583 300 Pelham Road

New Rochelle, NY 10805
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Bernard Bellush Dr. Donald Brundage
World Veterans Federation Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
44 South Drive 20 Firthway Ct.
oreat Neck, NY 11(21 Don Mills, Ot. Canada 3B 2

Jane Bmnbow Ms. Marlene Buffalo
Center for Int'l Education Int'l Org. of Indigenous Resource Development
64 Sumer Street Box 333
Amherst, VA 01002 Hobbema, Alberta, Canada

Marigold Bentley Harrison Bull
Friends World Comittee - Intl Org. of Indigenous Resource Development
575 6th St. Nobbema , Alberta, Canada TOC INO
Brooklyn, WY 21151

David Burleson
Fr, John Bertello UIESCO
OIN America UNESCO Advisor to UNICEF
Highway 27 - P.0,. Box 5550 IIF H-lJF
Somerset, NJ 08875-5550 New York, NY 10017

Heidi eye Biederman Sister Mary Byrnes
Large lnit District Assoc. (LLM) Movement for Better Norld
249 Merton Ave. 102 Magnolia
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 Jersey City, NJ 07306

Ralph E. Black James Cairns
Christian Children's Fund Presbyterian Church, UN Office
203 ECary Street 9D LaSalle St. #17E
Richmond, VA 23219 New York, NY 10027

Dorothy Bloomfield Louis Taylor Camara
oP Pan African Islamic Society for Agro-Cultural Dev.
549 Nest 123rd Street 420-D 333 East 181st Street Apt 18J
New York, NY 10027 New York, NY 10457

Miriam Borne Sister Maura Campbell
World Goodwill Catholic Int'l Education Office
232 2nd Street Apt. 4D Caldwell College
New York, NY Caldwell, NJ 07006

Carl Braun Patricio Cariolo, .J,
Int'l Reading Association Centro de Investigacion y desarrollo de la
1245 Varsity Estates Road, N. 1, educacion XCIDE)
Calgary, Alta T3B 203 Santiago, Chile
Canada

Fred Carnew
Charlotte Brody -Int'l Org. of Indigenous Resource Development
Association for Childhood Education Int'l Box 279
1655 Flatbush Ave. #B-905 Hobbema, Alberta, Canada TOC ING
Prooklyn, NY 11210
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Dr. Petty U. Carrington Mildred Crowley
Int'l Canfederation of Midwives National Council of Catholic Women
119-31 220 St. 215 Garfield Place
Cambria Hts, MY 11411 prooklyn, NY 11215

Robert Chase PAalia Cuervo
World Confederatim of Organizations of the Institute for Int'l Research
Teaching Profession 1129 20th Street NW Suite 800
1201 Sixteenth Street, NW Washington D.C. 20036
Washington D.C. 20036

Ame-Marie Czyzewski
Elena Chaves Int'l Movement for Fraternal ktion Among Races and
Caritas Internationalis Peoples 4IF.ER)
118 East 60th Street 679 M. Spring Garden Ave.
New York, 10022 Nutley, NJ 07110

Indha Chung Deborah D'amica-Samuels
Int'l IJigrants Foundation Literacy Assistance Center
514 Westwood Avenue 179 Ocean Parkway
Rivervale, NJ 07675 &rookyn, MY 11218

Prof, David Cohen Dorothy A. Daetsch
Queens College Ithaca College
fraduate Library School MF 300 1344 Danby Road
Flushing, HY 11367 Ithaca, WY 14850

Nerit Collett illard Ticknor Daetsch
Friends World Comwittee Ithaca College
247 E, 48th Street Department Modern Languages I Literatures
New York, MY 10017 Muller 308

Ithaca, MY 14850
Rodrigo Contreras
World Council of Indigerous Peoples Frances Daly
4-447 McLeod Street Center for Int'l Cooperation
Ottawa, ft. Canada 5890 Pierson Road

Fayetteville, KY 13066
Rita S. Cooper

IEP Wrs. Zena Daysh
166 East 96th Street Ccinonwealth HUman Ecology CoUncil
Mow York, KY 10128 57/58 Stanhope Gardens

London SW7 5RF, ILK.
John M. Coughlin
World rganiration of the Scout Movement Victor deAraujo
1415 Boston Post Road, P.. Box 907 Baha'i Int'l Community
Larchmont, Y 10538 866 m Plaza suite 120

New York, KY 10017
Angela Covert
Literacy Assistance Center Ivan Delgardo
15 Dutch Street World Assoc, for Psychosocial Rehabilitation
New YorkKY 10038 125 Eastchester Road

&monx, KY 10461
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Mark DeMaeier Dr. Gunnar Dybwad
Int'l Council on Social Welfare Int'l League of Societies for Persons with Mental

1141 East Saint Joseph Boulevard Handicap
Montreal, Due. Canada HJ 1L3 Heller School

Brandeis University
Tramuan Dickinson Waltham "a 02254-9110
Thailand Consulate
il Benbw Julian Dyke

Veston, Ont. Canada MWP 37 Boy Scouts of America
1325 Valnut Hill Lane

William Dickinson P,, Bo 152079

Thailand Consulate Irving, TX 75-15-2079
61 Benbow
Weston, Ont, Canada N!P 3K7 Jill Egland -

Institute of Cultural Affairs
Ernest Diattia 26 East 4th Street
Int'l Federation of Library Associations New York, NY I009
The Ferguson Library
One Public Library Plaza Mcdammed Elbeshir
Stanford, CT 06904 Islamic African Relief Agency

2M5 East Ash , Suite 6
Allen T, Dittaan Columbia, NO 65203
.EP
10709 Cleruont Ame Dr. Barbara Elliott
Garrett Park, ND 20896 Norld Alliance Ywts

330 North 8th Ave. East

Laura L, DittmaVt Duluth, N 55804

10709 Cleruont Avenue 11&OX 66 Bob Epstein
Garrett Park, "D 208% Int'l rg. of Indigenous Resource Development

BoX 279
Phyllis Dobyns Hobbena, Alberta, Canada TOC ING
Save the Children
54 ilton Road Ata Erim-
Westport, CT 0680 Int'l Imuigrants Foundation

55 IOods Lane
Dr. Amelia Doxzi Colonia, NJ 07067
Int'l Social Service
403 Sturwood Way David Evans
Lairenceville, NJ 08648 Center for International Education

36 Morgan Circle
Nancy Dubrow 5mbrst, MA 01002
World Federation for Mental Health
Erikson Institute Kyle Farnery
235 V. Chicago Ave. ILS. Conittee for LNICEF
Chicago, IL 6010 P.(, Box 57343

Washington D.C. 20036

Irene Duncan
Center for International Education
285 Hills South, IMass
AMerst, M 01003
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Irene Fedorchak Alice Jeanette Sear
National Council of Catholic IkOen Servas International
35 Green Tree Road 195 Adams Street 6E
Clifton, NJ 07013 Brooklyn, NY 11201

Richard H. Feldman Ursula N. Gerty
oEP Catholic Int'l Union for Social Service
Ban* Street College of Education 50 East Oakwood St.
610 West 112 Street Greenlawn, NY 11740
New York, NY 10025

Michel Sheen
Venay Felton Int'l Immigrants Foundation
Teachers College, Columbia Ueiv. 307 East 44th Street 1804
620 Nest 239 Street #4B New York, NW 10017
Brox, W 10463

Rita Gibbons
Leonore I, Fine PACT
Gray Panthers 65 Crow Hill Road
530 West End Ave. Nt, Kisco, NY 10549
New York, NY 10024

Dr. Charles E, Glassick
Jain Coli Fye Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
Pan African Islamic Society for Agra-Cultural Dev. 5 Ivy Lane
333 East 181st Street Apt 18J Princeton, NJ 08540
New York, NY 10457

Georgie V. Glenn
Ashraf Yosef Abdel Saffar
Int'l Assoc, of Islawic Banks 9 Longford Street
51, Elcods Elshareef St Philadelphia, PA 19136
Nohandseen, Cairo, Egypt

Eileen Soldblatt
Mrs. Barbara Gallagher Young Audiences/New York
World Union Catholic Vomen's Organizations 500 East 83rd Street
22 Hewitt Ave, New York, NY 10022
Dronville, NY 10708

David Goldenberg
Sister Gloria Garcia Foster Parents Plan International
Congregations of St, Joseph P.O. Box 804
175-36 Dalny Road East Greenwich, RI 02818
Jamaica, NY 11432

Beth Gragg
Meg Gardinier U.S. Cadmittee for UIJCEF
Int'l Catholic Child Bureau 331 East 38th Street
323 E. 47th Street New York, NY 10016
New York, NY 10017

James P. Grant
Major Laurence Garell Executive Director
Salvation Army UNICEF
1400 Webb Street UNICEF House H-13P
fstbry Park, NJ 07712 3 UN Plaza

New York, NY 10017
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Pamela Gray-Bennett Richard A. Harrow
New England Asoc. of Schools and Colleges Richard A. Harrow "anagament Cosultant
The Sanborn House 85-23 210th Street
15 High Street Hollis Hills, NY 11427-1311
Winchester, N 01890

Elizabeth Haswell
Dr, Estelle R, Green Center for Int'l Cooperation
(meP 4340 Barker Hill Road
90 Riverside Drive Jamesville, NY 13078
New York, NY

Walter Hasell
Mary Alice Guilfoil Center for Int'l Cooperation
Teachers College - Peace Educatio 4340 Barker Hill Road
1230 ANsterdas Ave. #1001 Jamesville, NY 13078
New York, NY 10027

Noshin Hatami
Gulbadan Habibi NYC Board of Education
Rehabilitation Int'l dlai Stevenson H.S,
IICEF 4H-4F) 42-16 Little Neck Parkway
New York, NY 10017 Little Neck, NY 11363

Wadi Haddad Eileen Healy
Tter-pgency Commission Disabled People Int'l
World Conference Education for All 4 Park Avenue
Executive Secretary fet York, NY 10016
UMICEF House H-IIF
3 UN Plaza, David J. Herrell
New York, NY 10017 Christian Children's Fund

1504 Nestwood Ave.
Claire Halvorson Richmond, VA 23227

Experiment in Int'l Living
School for int'l Training Jasna Heurtley
P.. Box 676, Kipling Road Int'l Abolitionist Federation
Brattleboro, VT 05302 16 E, 98 Street

New York, NY 10029
Sandra Kessler Hamburg
Comeittee for Economic Development Albert Hlibok
477 Nadism Ave, World Fed, of the Deaf
New York, NY 10022 43-74 186th Street

Flushing, NY

Gerda Hargrove
Nomens Int'l League for Peace I Freedom Brian Holman
18 Nyack Ave, Int'l Novemunt ATD Fourth World
Lansdoswe, P 19050 172 First Ave.

New York, NY 10009
Rosalind IL Harris
Int'l Social Service frace Holmes
130 East 67th St. NYC Community Development Agency
New York, NY 10021 Office of Literacy and Special Programs

110 Church Street - 9th floor
New York, NY 10MK7
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Elia e A Hopson Dr. Earline Kendall

Int'l Rowmi Union aP
708 Nest IK23nd Street Apt 5N Education Department, Belsont College
New York, NY S0040 1900 Belmont Blvd.

Nashville, TN 37212
Luisa Howard
Int'l I Iigrants Foundation Sally Bill Keswani MD
P.0. Box 97 Medical Women's Int'l Association
Lakehill, NY 12448 176 Nest Nount Pleasant Avem

Livingston, NJ 070}9
Calvin Hoell
Caribbean CoUservation Association Joan King
Savannah Lodge Liberation
Garrison, St. Michael, Barbados 67 Sinclair Road

London W14 WUR England
Amw ldzik
President Gordon John Xlopf
Westchester I Putnan Cos. School Board Association P

31 Evergreen Street 70 La Salle Street Apt 4B

Rye, NY 10580 New York, NY 10027

Dan Jacobs Dr. Mary NoManus Kluender
Editor Univ, of Nebraska/ Teachers College
Action for Children 25 Henzlik Hall
H-: WICEF House University of Nebraska-incoln
New York, NY 10017 Lincoln, NE 8588-0355

LOa A Jack Anne Hilda Koff
NYC Comunity Developmwnt Agency Pilot Int'l
Office of Literacy and Special Prograns Butler Hall, 400 Nest 119th Street
110 Church Street - 9th flowr New York, NY 10027
New York, NY 10007

Kate Kolchin
Sonia James Citizens Coaittee for Children
Central Park East I 440 Riverside Drive
60 Herkimer Street New York, NY 10027
Brooklyn, NY 11216

Michael Lakin
Lynne S. Jasik Inter-Agency Comiission

wP World Conference Education for All
5/36 Nevo HaAsara, French Hill Deputy Executive Secretary
Jerusalem 97876 Israel LWICEF House H-h1F

3 UN Plaza
Carol-Linda Jeffery New York, NY 10017
Experiment in Int'l Living
Wishing Nell Fars Marnia Lazareq
Rte, #8, North 9wanzey Arab Women Solidarity Association
Keene, NH 03431 Hunter College

695 Park Avenue
New York, NY 1&021
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Catherine Lazino Sarah ahiler
ikrld Fed. of Public Health Associations Int'l I Inner INeel
c/o Akerican Public Health Association 212 Forest Ave.
1015 15th Street IL Glen Ridge, NJ 0708
Washington D.C. 20005

Vivian Mannis
Harry Letmon HiHello Child Care Center
Int'l Novement ATD Fourth horad 1124 Did Britton Road
2525 E. 78th Street Mo, Bellmore, NY 11710
M York, NY 10021

Ruth March
Pan S. Levin Int'l Association for Volunteer Effort
Int'l Institute of Rural Reconstruction PAL Box 27095
870 LN Plaza Los Angeles, CA 90027-095
New York, NW 10017

Thomas Marmor
Lucile Lindberg Sumer Institute of Linguistics
Queens College 133 Cedar Lane
22 Irving Place Laurel Springs, NJ 08021
New York, NY 10003

Edwin Martin
Joanne Linrey Nat'l Center on Employment A Disability
Canada, Secretary of State 201 1. U. Villets Road, W.
Literacy Secretariat Albertson, NY 11507
76 Clayton Park Drive
Halifaw, HS, Canada B3M1L9 Vandra MaSOM -

World Council of Coparative Education Sccieties
Lucy Littlefield 305 Glen Road
World Association Girl Guides and Girl Scouts Toronto, OGt. Canada M4V 24
215 East 73rd Street
New York, NY 10021 Lois Matheson

New York State Dep't of Ed.
Richard Long Division of Continuing Ed.
Int'l Reading Association 55 Fernbank Ave.
444 N. Capitol Street N., Delaar, NY 12054
Suite 321
Washington D.C, 20001 Avon Mattison

Pathways to Peace
David Loos P.0.5, 1057
Special Representative to the LN San Francisco, CA 94939
World Pank
747 Third Avenue - 26th flowr Sara MoCalpin
New York, MY 10017 AFS Intercultural Programs

313 East 43rd Street
E, Nobles Lowe New York, NY 10017
World Society for Ekistics
The Knoll - Gypsy Trail Road Jan MCarthy
Carel, NY 10512 CEP

School of Education
Indiana State University
Terre Haute, Indiana 47809
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Jenni fer McCarthy Susan Mohandee
Institute of Int'l Education Int'l Federation of University Wmein
809 UN Plaza 8 Holituan Drive
New York, NY 10017 Mepean, Ont. Canada 2J 2A9

Paul F. McCleary August Molnar

Christian Children's Fund Int'l Immigrants Foundation

300 Ridge Road #94 300 Somerset Street
Richmond, VA 23229 P.O( Box 1084

New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Sarah McKecdnie
WNrld Goodwill Theresa Monks

3050 Edwin Ave, Int'l Committee Catholic Nurses

Fort Lee, NJ 07024 585 Castleton Ave. Apt 1a
Nest Brighton, Staten Island, NY 10301

Edna McLean
Inuit Circumpolar Conference Nancy Moore
2501 David Street Marhattanville College
Juneau, Alaska 99801 125 Purchase Street, Box 1254

Purchase, N 10577

Saul Mendlovitz
World Futures Studies Foundation dile Moreau
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Framework for the Participation of NGOs

in

The World Conference on Education for All

(Draft: 28 April 1989)

Background

1. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are an important
partner in realizing the goal of Education for All. They have
been effective in social and economic sectoral development
efforts, particularly at the grass-roots. They are a
heterogeneous group, with widely diverse aims. They vary in
sponsorship, ideology, sectoral emphasis, and style of working,
among a host of other characteristics. Therefgre, it is
particularly difficult for any individual to represent more than
his or her own immediate organization. This characteristic
poses problems with respect to the "representation" of NGOs in
the Steering Group, the Regional Conferences, and the World
Conference.

2. Their actions in relationship to donor agencies and
governments range from that of catalyst or trail-blazer in the
development process, to providing supplemental delivery systems
for national or international programs (e.g., immunization).
They are, however, often especially sensitive to being perceived
as extensions of government programs, cheap labor for donors, or
gap-filling supplements to larger programs. This sensitivity
must be borne in mind in seeking to obtain their support for and
participation in the World Conference, its preparation and
follow-up, particularly with a view to forging a true
partnership among donors, governments, and NGOs in realizing
Education for All.

IAC/5
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Strategic Goals

3. We have three strategic aims for involving NGOs: (a) to
engage their active support at the vanguard of regional and
country mobilization and information dissemination; (b) to
maximize the sharing of their unique experience working at the
grass roots in meeting basic learning needs, particularly with
regard to lessons that may be drawn from their innovative
schooling and alternative educational programs for out-of-school
youth and adults (e.g., literacy, employment-oriented skill
training,); and (c) to act to effect change in their own
programs to emphasize meeting basic learning needs.

Process of promoting NGO participation

4. In order to mobilize the broadest possible cross-section of
NGOs, different types of NGOs will be invited to participate in
meetings and consultations:

Type of NGO Level of Forum

Indigenous NGO Country Consultation Processes
and Meetings

Regional NGO Consortia Regional Conferences/Consultations
International NGO Steering Committee/World Conference

5. The Country level mobilization and meetings will be
initiated by the appropriate country agency. The participation
of country level NGOs in the regional meetings will be left to
the process at the country level.

6. The Regional Planning Groups now being formed by regional
arms of the four sponsoring agencies, to plan regional
consultation and mobilization strategies in preparation for the
Conference, will be encouraged to include representatives of
regional NGO consortia in their deliberations. The Regional
Planning Meeting to be organized by each group within the next
four to six weeks, will include representatives from major NGO
consortia in each respective region. Possible Consortia from
each region which might attend the Regional Planning Meeting are
in Annex 1. The NGOs attending the Regional Conferences will be
encouraged to select 2-4 NGO delegates from their respective
meetings to attend the World Conference in Jomtien. The
criteria for selecting such delegates should be a mix of sector,
issue-cause orientation, achievements, and desire to work in
partnership with other NGOs, governments and/or donors.
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7. The World Conference will provide explicit "space(s)" for
NGO expression: (a) invited international NGOs will be full
participants in plenary deliberations; (b) national delegations
may include NGO representatives; (c) allocation of 1-4 plenary
presentations by NGOs; (d) NGO organization of several round
tables; (e) exhibits involving NGOs. The determination of who
should address the plenary would be made by the NGOs on the
international Steering Committee in consultation with regional
and national NGO delegates either prior to or in caucus at the
World Conference.

8. In addition to the above organizational structure and
program for involving NGOs in EFA, funding for a special study
to specifically review the NGO experience worldwide in the areas
of primary education and non-formal training and literacy is
being sought. This study will attempt to draw the major lessons
from NGOs working in the area of education. The results of such
a study would serve as a technical input into the regional
conferences and the World Conference.

Implementation

9. To initiate this process the following actions will be
required:

a. Each regional planning meeting should discuss this
framework and modify it according to regional and country
conditions.

b. The Secretariat should discuss this framework with the NGO

members of the Steering Committee.

c. A general notification of the World Conference,
highlighting NGO involvement, should be sent out to all major
NGOs as soon as possible, with additional copies to UNICEF
country offices and to UNICEF and UNESCO regional offices for
further distribution.

28 April 1989
Inter-Agency Commission



ANNEX 1

Possible Regional NGO Consortia

Africa - FAVDO (Forum of African Voluntary
Development Organizations)
Key contact person: Mazide N'Daiye

- AALAE (African Association for
for Literacy and Adult Education)
Key contact person: Paul Wangoola

Southeast Asia - ANGOC (Asian NGO Consortium)
Key contact person: Edgardo Valenzuela

South Asia - PRIA (Participatory Research in Asia)
Key contact person: Rajesh Tandon

Europe - ICVA (International Council for
Voluntary Agencies)
Key contact person: Tony Kozlowski

Canada - CCIC (Canadian Council For
International Cooperation)
Key contact person: Tim Brodhead

- Canadian National Commission for
UNESCO
Key contact person:

Francine Fournier

USA - Inter Action
Key contact person: Tom Keehn

Latin America - CEAAL (Consejo de Educacion de
de Adultos de America Latin)
Key contact persons:

Francisco Vio Grossi or
Cesar Picon

Caribbean - CARCAE (Caribbean Regional Council
for Adult Education)
Key contact persons:

Claudia Harvey or
Pat Ellis

Middle East - ARLO (Arab Literacy and Adult
Education Organization)
Key contact person:

Hashim Abuzeid Elsafi
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Guidelines for the Participation of NGOs

1. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are actively involved in basic
education activities of many kinds: for example, they organize literacy courses
for adults, health and nutrition programmes for young mothers, craft and
industrial skills training for out-of-school youth. In some countries, NGOs
operate primary schools and kindergartens. NGOs also publish newsletters,
magazines and books, and use the broadcast media, to educate and inform their
memberships and the general public on a wide range of issues. Some NGOs serve
particular professional groups concerned with basic education, such as teachers,
researchers, and journalists, and promote professional contacts within and among
countries. In short, any serious worldwide initiative to meet the basic learning
needs of all children, youth and adults must take into account the important
contribution being made by NGOs, and obtain their co-operation in working
together with governments and other partners to develop basic education.

2. One of the early decisions of the WCEFA Inter-Agency Commission was to
fully involve NGO representatives in the preparations for the World Conference.
At the highest level, the Steering Group for the World Conference includes
several members from NGOs. In effect, the decision to involve NGOs is in line
with one of the key principles to emerge early in the preparatory process: the
need for more and better basic education is so vast and urgent, whereas available
resources are so limited, that all concerned parties must join together in
alliances to harmonize their efforts for better results and more efficient use
of resources. Of course the form and composition of these alliances will vary
from one locality, country or region to another.

3. Specifically, the Commission anticipates that interested NGOs will
participate in the World Conference process in three ways:

i) by helping plan and carry out actions to promote basic education through
alliances within countries (national and local) and at regional and world
levels;

ii) by sharing experiences in seeking effective ways to meet basic learning
needs; and

iii) by advocating the need for basic education for all and providing
information about the World Conference.

This means that every NCO, no matter what its geographical coverage may be
(local, national, regional, international), can participate in this major world
initiative -- and is most welcome to do so.

INTER-AGENCY COMMISSION
UNICEF HOUSE. Three Unqeu Nathons Plaza. New York NY 10017
Telephone (212) 326-7140, Telex 175989TRT Fax (212) 326-7133 cr (212) 868 7465
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NGO participation at national level

4. Before the World Conference, each country is being encouraged to design
(or update) its own long-term, multisectoral plan to meet the basic learning
needs of all its people. NGOs which are involved, or expect to be involved, in
basic education activities should participate in this planning process, as well
as in the subsequent implementation of the plan.

5. Countries are also being encouraged to undertake various public information
activities, both about the World Conference and about the need for more and
better basic education. In some countries, special national committees or
consultative groups are being established to mobilize public opinion and
political commitment. Interested NGOs can support such initiatives and should
make sure that their own members are kept well informed. The Inter-Agency
Commission has designated the UNICEF country offices to serve as focal points
for information. Also, the UNDP offices, the UNICEF national committees and the
UNESCO national commissions can often provide useful information materials,
sometimes including films and videotapes.

NGO participation at regional level

6. The Inter-Agency Commission is convening ten regional consultations to
provide opportunities for countries to discuss together in a particular regional
context, the main issues concerning basic education. They will also examine and
comment on the drafts of the World Charter on Education for All and the Framework
for Action to Meet Basic Learning Needs, the two working documents for the World
Conference. A background document, Meeting Basic Learning Needs: a New Vision
for the 1990s, presents supplementary information on the policy issues and
options involved. A number of NGOs will be invited to send a representative to
the consultation in their region.

7. Each of the regional consultations is being organized by a regional
planning group or task force comprising senior officials designated by the four
organizations sponsoring the World Conference (UNDP, UNICEF, UNESCO, and the
World Bank), together with representatives of major regional inter-governmental
agencies and of networks or consortia of NGOs active in basic education and/or
development. The regional planning groups will recommend NGOs in their
respective regions to be invited to the regional consultations and some of them
also to the World Conference.

NGO participation in the World Conference

8. In the invitation letter sent to the heads of governments, the Inter-Agency
Commission stressed the inter-sectoral nature of the World Conference and
suggested that at least one member of each country's delegation be selected from
outside the government. This suggestion opens the possibility for the NGO
community in each country to be represented within the country's official
delegation. In addition, a certain number of international and regional NGOs
will be invited directly by the Inter-Agency Commission. Because of the scarcity
of place-s at the conference site, each invited NGO will be asked to send one
representative. Country delegates and the representatives of organizations
(including NGOs) will all have the same status of "participant".
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9. Furthermore, the round tables and exhibits organized as integral parts of
the World Conference provide yet another possibility for NGO participation. Some
48 roundtables and 75 exhibits are planned; these are intended to stimulate and
facilitate the sharing of experiences and ideas among participants. The
selection of themes for half of the roundtables and most of the exhibits will
be based on recommendations from the regional planning groups.

Criteria for NGO participation

10. The World Conference process outlined above provides for NGO participation
in activities at national, regional and world levels. All individual NGOs can
participate in this process in one or another of the ways specified in paragraph
3. For certain activities, such as the regional consultations and the World
Conference itself, participation will be by invitation only. Because the number
of NGO participants will have to be limited, certain criteria will be used in
selecting invitees from among the numerous interested (and interesting) NGOs.

11. First, it is important that the NGO participants collectively represent
a wide range and variety of NGO experiences and concerns relevant to basic
education -- understood in its broad sense. The selection of NGO invitees should
seek to include NGOs active in many spheres of interest, such as:

literacy/adult education early childhood/family education

teaching profession students/youth

women disadvantaged groups

population/family planning health/nutrition/drugs

environment development education

community development educational research/evaluation

public/development policy journalism/media

natural & social sciences industry & commerce

Of course this list is not exhaustive. Some NGOs that do not fit into one or
another of these categories might still have good experience in education and/or
development. The selection of invitees will need to take account of such cases
in seeking to obtain a broad representation of NGO experience.

12. Broad representation has also a geographical sense. The selection of NGO
invitees must ensure a reasonable distribution of NGOs by region (for the World
Conference) and by sub-region or group of countries (for the regional
consultations).

13. Ma'ny NGOs have a religious or ideological orientation. While attention
will be given to avoid possible "over-representation" of one or another
orientation, this will not be a criterion for selecting NGO invitees.
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14. Insofar as possible, the NGOs invited should be recognized as
representatives of the NGO community concerned. Several NGO consortia and
networks are being consulted to help identify appropriate NGOs that can represent
the interests and concerns of many NGOs. This approach is another application
of the principle, mentioned earlier, of building alliances. All NGO invitees
will be encouraged to consult with, and report back to, their NGO partners, to
maximize the contribution and effects of NGO participation and to share
information widely.

15. Where the number of potential NGO invitees exceeds the available places,
preference will be given to NGOs:

- with broad constituencies and grassroots membership;
- with a history (track record) of action in meeting basic learning needs;

and
- with a record of co-operating with other organizations.

16. Probably no selection criteria or procedure can be perfectly fair or
satisfactory to all concerned. The Inter-Agency Commission is counting on the
good will and co-operation characteristic of NGO communities everywhere to help
ensure that the World Conference on Education for All and all the preparatory
activities are truly successful. This unique initiative must succeed, and its
success will depend on what happens before, during and particularly after the
World Conference. All interested individuals, institutions and organizations
are called upon to participate as actively as possible in this major, long-term
and worldwide effort.

Further information about the World Conference on Education for All can
be obtained from:

UNICEF country offices

UNICEF national committees

UNESCO national commissions

or Inter-Agency Commission
UNICEF House
Three United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017, USA
phone: (212) 326-7140
fax: (212) 326-7133
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Framework for the Participation of NGOs

in

The World Conference on Education for All

(Draft: 25 April 1989)

Background

1. Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are an important partner
in realizing the goal of Education for All. They have been
effective in social and economic sectoral development efforts,
particularly at the grass-roots. They are a heterogeneous group,
with widely diverse aims. They vary in sponsorship, ideology,
sectoral emphasis, and style of working, among a host of other
characteristics. Therefore, it is particularly difficult for any
individual to represent more than his or her own immediate
organisation. This characteristic poses problems with respect to
the "representation" of NGOs in the Steering Group, the Regional
Conferences, and the World Conference.

2. Their actions in relationship to donor agencies and
governments range from serving as supplemental delivery systems
for national or international programs (e.g., immunization), to
that of catalyst or trail-blazer in the development process. They
are, however, often especially sensitive to being perceived as
extensions of government programs, cheap labor for donors, or gap-
filling supplements to larger programs. This sensitivity must be
borne in mind in seeking to obtain their support for and
participation in the World Conference, its preparation and follow-
up, particularly with a view to forging a true partnership among
donors, governments, and NGOs in realising Education for All.
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Strategic Goals

3. We have three strategic aims for involving NGOs: (a) to engage
their active support at the vanguard of regional and country
mobilization and information dissemination; (b) to maximize the
sharing of their unique experience working at the grass roots in
meeting basic learning needs, particularly with regard to lessons
that may be drawn from their innovative schooling and alternative
educational programs for out-of-school youth and adults (e.g.,
literacy, employment-oriented skill training,); and (c) to act to
effect change in their own programs to emphasize meeting basic
learning needs.

Process of promoting NGO participation

4. In order to mobilise the broadest possible cross-section of
NGOs, different types of NGOs will be invited to participate in
meetings and consultations:

Type of NGO Level of Forum

Indigenous NGO Country Meetings
Regional NGO Consortia Regional Conferences/Consultations
International NGO Steering Committee/World Conference

5. The Country level mobilisation and meetings will be initiated
by the appropriate country agency. The participation of country
level NGOs in the regional meetings will be left to the process at

the country level.

6. The Regional Planning Meeting will include representatives
from major NGO consortia in each respective region. Possible
Consortia from each region which might attend the Regional Planning
Meeting are in Annex 1. The NGOs attending the Regional
Conferences will be encouraged to select 2-4 NGO delegates from
their respective meetings to attend the World Conference in
Jomtien. The criteria for selecting such delegates should be a mix
of sector, issue-cause orientation, achievements, and desire to
work in partnership with other NGOs, governments and/or donors.
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7. The World Conference will provide explicit "space(s)" for NGO
expression: (a) as members of national delegations; (b) as the
organizers of several of round tables; and (c) 1 - 4 plenary
presentations. The determination of who should address the plenary
would be made by the NGOs on the international Steering Committee
in consultation with regional and national NGO delegates either
prior to or in caucus at the World Conference.

8. In addition to the above organizational structure and program
for involving NGOs in EFA, funding for a special study to
specifically review the NGO experience worldwide in the areas of
primary education and non-formal training and literacy is being
sought. This study will attempt to draw the major lessons from
NGOs working in the area of education. The results of such a study
would serve as a technical input into the regional conferences and
the World Conference.

Implementation

9. To initiate this process the following actions will be
required:

a. Each regional planning meeting should discuss this

framework and modify it according to regional and country
conditions.

b. The Secretariat should discuss this framework with the NGO
members of the Steering Committee.

c. A general notification of the World Conference,
highlighting NGO involvement, should be sent out to all major NGOs
as soon as possible, with additional copies to UNICEF country
offices and to UNICEF and UNESCO regional offices for further
distribution.

A:NGOV2
25 April 1989
Revision-4.



ANNEX 1

Possible Regional NGO Consortia

Africa - FAVDO (Forum of African Voluntary
Development Organizations)
Key contact person: Mazite N'Daiye

Southeast Asia - ANGOC (Asian NGO Consortium)
Key contact person: Edgardo Venezuela

South Asia - PRIA (Participatory Research in Asia)
Key contact person: Rajesh Tandon

Europe - ICVA (International Council for
Voluntary Agencies)
Key contact person: Tony Kozlowski

Canada - CCIC (Canadian Council For
International Cooperation)
Key contact person: Tim Brodhead

USA - Inter Action
Key contact person: Tom Keehn

Latin America - CEAAL (Consejo de Educacion de
& Caribbean de America Latin)

Key contact persons:
Francisco Vio Grossi or
Cesar Picon

Middle East - ARLO (Arab Literacy and Adult
Education Organization)
Key contact person: Musari Al-Rami

or Hashim Abuzeid Elsafi



Draft

Strategy for the Role of NGOs

in

The World Conference on Education for All

(April 20, 1989)

Background

1. Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have been extremely
effective in social and economic sectoral development efforts,
particularly at the grass-roots. They are a heterogeneous group,w
ith widely diverse aims,organizations are diverse (and sometimes
difficult) to work with. They vary in sponsorship, ideology,
sectoral emphasis, style of working, among a host of other
characteristics. They often resist being represented by any person
or body outside their immediate organizational boundary.
Organising NGOs can be like shoveling smoke. This characteristic
makes it particularly important that we do not deceive ourselves
in acting on the premise that their great numbers can be easily
reduced to a few representatives at country and regional meetings
or at the World Conference itself.

2. Their self-perception and actions in relationship to donor
agencies and governments can range from serving as supplemental
delivery systems for national or international programs (e.g.,
immunization), to that of catalyst or trail-blazer in the
development process. They are however, often particularly
sensitive to being perceived as extensions of government programs,
cheap labor for donors, or gap-filling supplements to larger
programs. We face a daunting challenge if we are to forge a true
partnership among donors, governments, and NGOs in realizing
Education for All.

Strategic Goals

3. We have three strategic aims for involving NGOs: (a) to engage
their active support at the vanguard of regional and country
mobilization and information dissemination; (b) to maximize the
sharing of their unique experience working at the grass roots in
meeting basic learning needs, particularly with regard to lessons
that may be drawn from their innovative schooling and alternative
educational programs for out-of-school youth and adults (e.g.,
literacy, employment-oriented skill training,); and (c) to act to
effect change in their own programs to emphasize meeting basic
learning needs.



Process of promoting NGO participation

4. Based upon discussions with several NGO leaders, we propose
to mobilise the broadest possible cross section of NGO
participation, a desirable mode of organizing the broadest cross-
section of NGO participation would be to concentrate on mobilizing
different types of NGOs at different levels of planned meetings and
consultations:

Type of NGO Level of Forum Focal Point

Indigenous NGO Country Forums UNICEF
Regional NGO Consortia Regional Meeting UNESCO-UNICEF
International NGO World Conference Steering

Committee

5. The Country level mobilization and meetings would be initiated
by the country UNICEF office. The participation of country level
NGOs in the regional meetings would be left to the process at the
country level.

6. The Regional Planning Group would include representatives from
major NGO consortia in each respective region. For example, such
Consortia from each region might be candidates for the Regional
Planning Group.

The NGOs attending the Regional Conferences will be encouraged
to select 2-4 NGO delegates from their respective meetings to the
World Conference in Jomtien. The criteria for selecting such
delegates should be a mix of sector, issue-cause orientation,
achievments, and desire to work in partnership with other NGOs,
governments and/or donors.

Africa - FAVDO (Forums of African Voluntary
Development Organizations)
Key contact person: Mazite N'Daiye

Southeast Asia - ANGOC (Asian NGO Consortium)
Key contact person: Edgardo Venezuela

South Asia - PRIA (Participatory Research in Asia)
Key contact person: Rajesh Tandon

Europe - ICVA (International Council for
Voluntary Agencies
Key contact person: Tony Kozlowski



Canada - CCIC (Canadian Council For
International Cooperation)
Key contact person: Tim Broadhead

- ICAE (International Council for Adult
Education)
Key contact person: Budd Hall

USA - InterAction
Key contact person: Tom Kheene

Latin America - CEAAL (Consejo de Educacion de
& Caribbean de America Latin)

Key contact person: Francisco Vio
Grossi

Middle East - ARLO (Arab Literacy and Adult
Education Organization)
Key contact person: Musari Al-RAmi
Hashim Abuzeid Elsafi

7. The World Conference will provide explicit "space(s)" for NGO
expression (a) as members of national delegations; (b) as the
organizers of several of round tables; and (c) one plenary
presentation. The determination of who should address the plenary
would be made by the NGOs on the International Steering Committee
in consultation with regional and national NGO delegates either
prior to or in caucus at the World Conference.

8. In addition to the above organizational structure and program
for involving NGOs in EFA, it would be useful to commission a
research study to specifically review the NGO experience world wide
in the areas of primary education and non-formal training and
literacy. This review would attempt to draw the major lessons from
NGOs working in the area of education. A specific terms of
reference would be drawn up shortly. However, the study would
address questions of performance and costs of various strategies
and techniques, endeavoring to be analytical and evaluative, rather
than merely descriptive. The results of such a study would serve
as a technical input into the main conference working papers as
well as fodder for regional conferences and meetings involving NGO
representation. A "neutral" research body, with experience in
evaluating NGO activities and scholarly credibility, would have to
be contracted for such a study. The Institute for Development
Research, recently commissioned to do a related study for the Bank
on NGOs, would be a possible candidate to undertake such a study.



Implementation

9. To initiate this process the following actions will be
required:

a. The regional planning group should discuss the proposed
strategy and modify it according to regional and country
conditions.

b. The secretariat should discuss with the NGO Steering
Committee members the above strategy and regional strategies.

c. A general notification of the World Conference,
highlighting NGO involvement, should be sent out to all major NGOs
as soon as possible, with additional copies to Unicef country
officers for further distribution.



Freelance Writing and Editing

30 May 1989 59 Monument Avenue

Charlestown, MA 02129

Nat J. CoDeta, Deputy Executive Secreary
World Conference on Education for All
Unicef House
3UNPlaza
Nev York, NY 10017

Dear Nat

Please find atawhed several sheet sunmxiking my research I dam. On each of tie sheets,
I've giyen thm project vith thf greamst pointial a "1" "2". A zero at te op of th table
indicates the direction I'm immng in for that region. Here is a brief summary for each
region:

Africa: Women, Income Genmtion, Health, and Nascent Networks

In addition v Tott, I'd like v include a group in Francophone West or Central Afica
engaged in health education, preferably AIDS education.

Middle East Early Chhood and Refugee Education

Tm AFSC - SavelUK pre-scxools have been arouwd for quit a vhle, and they are well-
documented. i& information you sent me about the Nabila Beier Avard vinmr for 1988 is
tie Najdeh Associatidon. Unforturnaely, Yusuf Kassam informs me that timre is litte
docuimenution on the project at ICAE, and fty are extremly difficult ID conuct.

South Asia atuze Networks an& Expamling Isfinuue

Apart from BRAC's xon-formal prmy education program, I'm trying I get more recent
information on Seva Mardir, which was highlighted in the case studis prepared for the
Bank by ICAE in 1983. Sm Mandir began as a staight litracy program and has swe
branched out intl community organiidag as tey learned from tiir 11tracy experience.

South-east Amk: Expanding t Concept of Adult Education

TM ANGOC book you lent me had a fascinating case on "CCS". Tim University - NGO
link siows the broader edxcational possibilitIs of NGO proects.

LAC and the Caribbean: Environment

"Opcionu uses participalry research metods lo capture the environmenelly-somd
agricultural prctices of older farmers and teach them I new farmrs.



Nat Colletta
30 May 1989
Page 2

North Amrica: Workplace Liferacy, Educalion for the Disabled

Bil Langer of ft Department of Education is tlt inernational coordinar of the ICAE's
nascent netvork of groups vorking in education for the disabled. He is sending me
information on innovative programs in the U. S.

The Unied Sats is at the forefront of innovative vorkplace litracy programs. This area
vii become more vital vith rapilly changing Uchkologims in countris throughout the vorki.
While the Center for Literacy at UPenn is not tchnicaly an NGO, it is implementing a
fascinating project in conjunction vith the Whartn School of Business and NABISCO,
training bakers in statistics and reasoning skifls.

Another idea for the U.S. is I focus on a city such as Philadeiphia t shov the range of
litracy activities involving NGOs, Univerilties, City and Stat Government

Europe

I've spent the least amount of time reseawhing this region but hae several leads that I'T
follov depending on your suggestions.

Couclusious

The initial research has taken longer than I anticipated. I've been formulating and then
refining a focus for each region as I've gone along vhile trying I comply vith the basc
conceptual frame of different regions, sectrs and modes. The selections so far include a
broad range of secmrs, and I'd like tD include an innovative distance education program as
vell as find a strong health education program.

I'd very much appreciat your input at this time I let me knov if I am on the right track. I'd
like I have ashort list of programs t vrit up by the end of this veek so that I can focus
my efforts on specific programs rather than continve researching more general leads. I've
also atched a list of my contacts for your information.

I look forvard t taking vith you soon.

Sincerely,

David Eddy



WCEFA
Project Descriptions for Background Document

Principal Secondary Contacts as of 5130/89

Contact Organization

Cormzon Solhmon ACESVPhilippints
Catherixe Essoyan AFSCIGaza pre-schools
Edgardo Valerla ANGOC
Fasl Abed BRAC
Mary Anderson Haivard Grad School of Ed
Chris Krugar IAF
Luis Guerra IAI&Mexico
Yusuf Kassam ICAE
Devil Brovn IDRIBU
Dan Wogxr LRCIUPenn
Patty Larson OEF
Marcie Fink OEF
Smau e Kindemter OEF
VijayMahan PRADAN
Dian Seslar Svendsen SAWSO
David Burleson UNESCO
Kass Landers Uniceflarly childhood
Cort Robinson US Commitre for Refugees
Jim Hoxeng USAID
Bill Langner USDOE
Valrui Millr UUSC
John Comings World Education
Jill Harnmswrth World Education
Connie Woodberry World Education

Potential Background Contacts

Contact Organization

Mary Joy Pigomui IIRIIEEC
John Oxenham IDSISussex
Deborah Bamdt Jesuit Cenwr
David Kinsey UMass
Slve Veter IAF
Nigel misher WCEWA
Frank Method USAID
John Ryan UNESCO
Molie Tees EDC
Bil Fra&lk US Committe for Refugees



REGION: Africa

Country Group Programs Key Words Modes Sources/Notes

O.Africa AIDS Education NGO > NGO
or
Health and
nutrition

1.Kenya Toww Home Women's groups Women NGO > PO
Irtdustries income Skills Wrainng Toto w Women's Groups World Education

generation Income generation NO > NGO Elvina MutwxlTHI
Leadership training Totlo as Regional Cener for

Training

Mali (Maria Die=r Women HGO > PO World EducationI
Keit) Income generation Jill Hermsvorth

Senegal OEFMFR Marketing Women IPVO + NGO > PO OEF
Income generation

Tanzania SOMAFCO Skills Training NGO > refugees from
Livracy South Africa
Refugees

Zimbabve ALOZ Literacy NGO > Svedish SIDA

1



REGION: Middle East

Country Group Programs Key Words Modes Sources/Notes

Arab Regional Consortium Lilracy Regional contat for litracy
Liracy programs
Organization

1.Gza AFSC -- Pre-schools Early childhood IPVO + IPVO > PO AFSC
SaveIUK education

Refugee
Women

Lebanon Sunday Care Pre-schools Early childhood HGO Haemn Augazaleh
Cener education

Lebanon Najdeh Village Early childhood NGO > PO British Refugee Council
Association Women in pre- education Winner of ICAE Nabila Beier

school Refugees Avard 1988
education Women

Lebanon Early Pre-schools Early Childhood Oxfem, UK
Childhood education Save UK
Resource Welfare Assoc., Geneva
Cener (Asaya Habesch)

2



REGION: South Asia

Country Group Programs Key Words Modes Sources/Notes

0. South Asia Skills training Bill Fralikl US Commitme for
Refugees Refugees

Repaiation of
Afghan
refugees

1 .Bangladeesh BRAC NFPE Early childhood NGO > PO Fawle Abed
education Nev report out

REPORTS article

2.India Seva Mandir Adult Litrwy (Gov't + )NGO > PO ICAE Case for WB 1983
Education Skills training Need updates, check vt Yusuf
Learning
Ceners

India Rural Primary education NGO > community IDR?
Development suppleentry
Trust Village schools

Intgratd rural
development

India Centre for Early childhood NGO > NGO + PO ?
Learning education
Resources Lieracy

Primary education
Training of trainers

India PRADAN Skills training NGO > NGO Vijay Mahajan at Princeton
Leadership training

3



REGION: South Asia (cont.)

Country Group Programs Key Words Modes Sources/Notes

India PRIA NGO > NGO Resource:
Rajesh Tandon
Dave BrovrdIDR

India ANKUR Lieracy NGO UUSC
Women Bread for the World
Health and nutrifion
Urban ares

Nepal HMG National Literacy Gov't + NGO World Education
Lilerecy Girls' education (WSCC)
Program Skills trainizg IPVO + Gov't

4



REGION: South-east Asia

Country Group Programs Key Words Modes Sources/Notes

1.Philippines CCS Intgravd rural Leadership training (Univ)> NGO > PO ANGOC Cuse Study
development Skills training IDR?
Cooperative Income generation
education Stangic planning

Participatory research

Indonesia B ina Svadaya Leadership tmining NGO > PO Need updale of WB case
Strategic planning

Indonesia YIS Mother-child Health and nuriton NGO > PO "f
health

Indonesia LP3ES Youth Skills training HGO > PO "

Philippines Batikbotl Pre-schools Early childhood NGO + HGO > PO Corazon SolimonIASEC
ASEC using "Sesame education

Street" Women
Distance education

5



REGION: LAC and Caribbean

Country Group Programs Key Words Modes Sources/Notes

1.Mexico Opcion Skills training NGO > PO Direct
Participatory Research and through Luis Guerra
Agricultue
Environment

Honduras CNTC Lieracy NGO > communtity Valerie Miller
Agriculture CRS

Mexico GEA Skills training NGO > PO Luis Guerra ard Direct
Environment

Nicaragua UNAG LitracylPost-lieracy NGO + Gov +PO Valerie Millerl Unicef consultation
Participa~ery researchd
Development planning

Peru ADIM

Venezuela CESAPO Literacy NGO > NGO 1AF
Service Cener NGO > Gov

6



REGION: North America

Country Group Programs Key Words Modes Sources/Notes

0.North Disabled Gov't + NGO Bill Langerl USDOE
America or or ICAE Differently abled network

Workplace Univ + NGO
Lieracy

1.US LRCIWherln S3atistical, ad Skills traixing Univ + Business > Dan Wagner, LRC
School of reasoning Workplace litracy Employees
Business skills for

bakers

2.US City of Profile of Range of secimrs Range of collaboratmrs LRC, Centr for Lieracy, Mayor's
Philadelphia diverse literacy inclvde: Business, NGOs, Office on Lieracy

programs University

Canada Frencophone Litracy NGO Direct (Luize Milear)
Lieracy ICAE

Canada Movement for Lieracy NGO > NGO Direct (Joyce Whtle)
Canadian ICAE
Literacy

US Highlander Environment Lieracy NGO > PO Direct
Participawry research

US CLC Tuwr training Litracy NGO > Gov > NGO + PO Direct

7



REGION: Europe

Country Group Programs Key Words Modes Sources/Notes

UK ALB SU Lieracy NGO > PO Alan Wells
Skills tainng ICAE

Netherlands Study aid (General Lieracy Research institut Source for further information
Development knovledge Skills training
Cener for about
Adult European
Education litracy pgms.)
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WORLD CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION FOR ALL
MEETING BASIC LEARNING NEEDS

CONFERENCE MONDIALE SUR L'EDUCATION POUR TOUS
SATISFAIRE LES BESOINS DAPPRENTISSAGE DE BASE

CONFERENCIA MUNDIAL SOBRE LA EDUCACION PARA TODOS
SATISFACCION DE LAS NECESIDADES BASICAS DE APRENDIZAJE

SPONSORS
UNDP
UNESCO
UNICEF
WORLD BANK Date May 8, 1989

To Mr. David Eddy, Consultant

From Mr. Wadi Haddad
Executive Secretary, WCEFA

Subject Background Paper for WCEFA on the Conceptual
Framework and Mini-Cases (Boxes) of the Role
of NGOs in Meeting Basic Learning Needs

1. First, you will be expected to draft a 5-10 page double-
spaced conceptual framework as a basis for identifying key
NGO experiences illustrating effective programs to meet
basic learning needs (see Chapter IV- Policies and Programs
to Meet Basic Learning Needs of attached outline of the
Conference Background paper).

2. This framework should, at minimum, include the following
criteria: (a) region of the world; (b) sectoral emphasis,
e.g., pre-conditions for learning, primary education,
literacy, family life education, training for income
generation, etc. (Re: Chapter IV); and (c) modality of
operation, e.g., indigenous NGO and government, indigenous
NGO and international NGO, NGO and private sector, NGO
alone, etc.

3. Utilizing this framework, you should then select about
8-10 NGO cases and document 6-8 cases after consultation
with the Secretariat. The final criteria for selecting the
cases to be documented should include: (a) successes (in
quantitative as well as descriptive terms; (b) unique
lessons for possible adaption to other countries; and (c)
the special conditions under which they work. This
documentation should be presented in single-spaced box form
(see attached example from 1980 World Development Report).
Where graphics/line drawings are useful, you may wish to
include such a format in your box presentation on an

experimental basis.

INTER-AGENCY COMMISSION
UNICEF HOUSE, Three United Nations Plaza. New York, NY 10017

Telephone (212) 326-7140; Telex. 175989TRT Fax. (212) 326-7133 or (212) 888-7465
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4. You should produce a first draft for review and
discussion with the WCEFA Secretariat by June 7, 1989. You
will be expected to make revisions by about June 21, 1989.
Please keep in mind that both substance reported and format
(succinct and consistent) are important as these boxes may
likely be modified for direct inclusion in the final
background paper.

5. Enclosed are several case studies and reports on NGO
working in basic education for your use. We encourage you
to meet with Third World NGO leaders who will be attending
the InterAction annual forum, as well as those
participating in the Ford Foundation sponsored NGO Fellows
Program conducted by IDC in the Boston area over the next
two weeks.

6. Please feel free to call Nat Colletta directly (212-326-
7143) should you have any questions as we are working on a
tight time line which permits little room for delays.

cc: Mr. Nat J. Colletta, Deputy Executive Secretary, WCEFA
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IDR 
lMarch 6, 1989

TO: Nat Colletta, "Education for All" (EFA) Secretariat

FROM: L. David Brown, Institute for Dcclopment Research

RE: The Role of NGOs in the EFA Initiative

1. This memo is a response to your request for an informal "approach paper" on how
we might examine the roles that nongovernmental development organizations might play in
the EFA initiative. I will outline here some possible objectives, a process for developing the
analysis, and some ideas about topics that might be treated in the paper. But these ideas are
very much preliminary - as you know I have had little opportunity to discuss the proposed
effort either with you or with other IDR staff.

2. The research and paper-writing process could serve several objectives. Those
objcetives might include (a) reviewing indigenous and international NGO experience in
primary and informal education in developing countries, (b) identifying speciai capabilities
and resources that NGOs can bring to the EFA effort, (c) describing cascs of particularly
important and innovative NGO activities in primary and informal education, (d)
developing a framework for articulating policy options for integrating the special strengths
and weaknesses of NGOs with complementary strengths and weaknesses of governments
and international agencies for EFA, and (c) building understanding and support among
NGO networks and leadership for active participation in the EFA effort. Which among
these objectives receives emphasis will depend on your priorities as well and the time and
resources available.

3. If the paper is to be integrated into a more general analysis of the issues in time for
the Conference a year from now, we should begin work soon. On our current
understanding, we suggest the following process,

a. Review immediately available experience and research on NGO roles in
primary and informal education, and draft an initial analysis that articulates
roles for NGOs in EFA.

b. Share the concept paper with 20-30 key academics and NGO leaders for
advice about (a) important qualifications or additions and (b) examples of
NGO work relevant to EFA.

C. Conduct brief case studies of especially relevant examples, such as the
schools for landless children created by the Bangladesh Rural Advancement
Committee.

d. Convene a meeting of 5-10 selected NGO leaders to discuss the cases and the
initial analysis in more depth.

e. Revise the initial paper in response to case studies and discussions with NGO
leaders.

This process is intended to make use of the expertise available in the NGO community as
well as at IDR. We hope that the resulting document would be responsive to the concerns

770 Cormmonwca'?h Avwnue
Boston, MasSachusel s 02215
Telex: 650-3196007
Telerhone (617) 266-5354



and priorities of NGOs as well as the multilateral instiluwions involved in EFA, and so
facilitate the involvement of key NGOs in EFA work.

4. It is impossible at this stage to outline the content of the rcport in any dctail, of
course, since we cannot draw the conclusions without doing the research. The following
outline has to be treated as illustrative rather than predictive.

A. Introduction

B. NGO Experience with Primary and Informal Education

i. What roles have NGOs played?

ii. Where have they been successful? unsuccessful?

C. NGOs as Devclopment Institutions: An Analysis

i. A Typology of NGOs rclevanc to EFA

ii. NGO strengths and weaknesses

iii. NGOs as potential complements of other agencies.

D. Possible NGO Roles in EFA (cxamples below are illustrative)

i. NGOs can develop innovations for usc by other agencies.

Ex: The Society for Participatory Research in Asia (PRIA)
provides innovative training to government adult education
specialists in India.

ii. NGOs can provide education to populations outside the ordinary
educational system.

Ex: Tototo Home Industries trains groups of village women in
Kenya as they organize income generating activities.

iii. NGOs can reach the children of the very poor, who are often the last
to benefit from primary education.

Ex: The Rural Development Trust (RDT) has increased school
attendance and parental support for children among poor
tribal groups in India.

iv. NGOs can facilitate partnerships among government, private and
nongovernmcnt agencies concerned with educating the poor.

Ex: Roda Viva catalyzes cooperative efforts among many agencies
concerned with street children in the squatter settlements of
Rio.

v. Etc.

E. Policy Implications for EFA.

5. I hope this is helpful. It is probably clear that these are initial idcas about how we might
pursue this project that necd more discussion. I hope we can discuss your reactions to this
note when you return.



DATE : 12 July 1989

TO : Files

FROM : Nat J. Colletta and Cecil R. Villa

SUBJECT: NGO Involvement in WCEFA

Introduction

1. Representatives from the NGO liaison offices of the four
core agencies convened an informal meeting at the UNICEF House, 29
June 1989 for a briefing on the World Conference on Education for
All and exploring ways in which the NGO arms of the core agencies
can work with the Secretariat to better inform and promote
involvement of NGOs. The meeting was chaired by Mr. Nat Colletta.

Present
UNGLS Mr. M. McCoy, Ms. J. de la Rosa
UNDP Ms. S. Timpson
UNICEF Ms. K. Peterson, Ms. S. Trehan,

Mr. T. Herwig, Mr. R. Latenstein,
Mr. T. Hewett

World Bank Ms. M. Stough
WCEFA Mr. N. Colletta
Guests Mr. T. Keehn (InterAction)

Mr. D. Burleson (Unesco)

NGO's role in the WCEFA

2. The discussion revolved around the question of how the
WCEFA seeks to involve the NGOs in the initiative. It was pointed
out that NGOs will be invited to participate in the regional
planning and country consultative meetings to share their long and
successful experiences on primary education and literacy. It was
added that they have been effective in social and economic
development efforts (particularly at the grassroots level); that
documentation on some successful NGO projects will be included in
the conference documents as case studies (boxes) or even as inputs
for country plans of action; and that the conference document will
be shared with NGOs for review and feedback.

Representation of NGOs in the WCEFA

3. Clarification was made on how NGOs will be invited to the
conference - as part of official country delegation; invitation
from any one of the heads of the four sponsoring agencies or
invitation by the secretariat, although their involvement starts
at the regional conferences or country consultative stage of the
conference.



In terms of which NGOs should be invited, UNICEF expressed
concern about the Secretariat's decision to invite and include some
NGOs in the regional planning meetings (especially in the Asia and
North America regions), stressing that the NGOs have specific
technical fields of expertise and the process of choosing one group
may have politically or culturally eliminated the others.
Selection of NGOs should not be made by the Secretariat; instead
it must only inform the international NGOs or coalitions directly
on the Conference and then these major NGOs will identify their
networks and determine which of them have roles to play in this
initiative.

Another issue raised was that although selection of NGOs
should be made by the NGOs themselves, it is apparent that
governments and NGOs complement each other and some governments may
require encouragement to be open on which NGOs to work with since
it is the people who inherit the responsibility after the
conference. In extreme cases, local or government support is based
on political or individual reasons -- and this can very well
determine at the outset, the success or failure of a programme.

UN NGO Liaison Offices and NGOs

4. Mr. Colletta suggested that the four core agency NGO
units act as multiple focal points for the NGOs. UNGLS strongly
opposed this appointment on the grounds that a) this appointment
may give major NGOs the impression that the Secretariat does not
want to deal with them directly and that they are secondary to
these liaison offices, and b) any appointment in the UN system
undergoes a process - the Secretariat's goals are not exclusive,
so they are not exempted from "the process".

5. The UN NGO Liaison offices confirmed their support for
the Conference and indicated that before they can liaise with the
NGOs, the Secretariat must arrive at a coherent strategy for NGO
participation, clearly outlining the goals, the level of
involvement and implementation mechanisms. Based on this
suggestion, the UN NGO liaison offices would review and form a sub-
group and prepare a broader strategy (which the Secretariat agreed
to endorse) on how to liaise with the NGOs and the Secretariat on
EFA activities.

6. More immediately, an information letter on the Conference
would be prepared with assistance from this sub-group and be sent
out from the Secretariat to all NGOs with UN consultative status.

Distribution:
Mr. Wadi Haddad
Mr. Nigel Fisher
Mr. Michael Lakin
Ms. Hilda Paqui



NGO BRIEFING
29 June 1989

UNICEF House Room 1044

List of Participants/Invitees

UN Michael McCoy **cofm
Officer-in-Charge
UN, Non-Governmental Liaison Office, DC2-1110

phone : (212) 963-3120

Ms. Jing de la Rosa * onfirmed
Administrative Assistant
UN, NGLS, D02-1114

phone : (212) 963-3118

UNDP Ms. Sally Tiipson * confirmed
Director
UNDP Division for NGOs, DC1-2394

phone : (212) 906-6090

Ms. Jane W. Jacqz * regrets
Senior Adviser
UNDP Division for NGOs, DC1-2392

phone : (212) 906-6076

UNICEF Ms. Kathleen Peterson *2k* frmed
Chief
UNICEF NGO Unit, H-9F

phone : (212) 326-7305

Mr. Tom Herwig * cnfixved
Public Affairs Officer
UNICEF NGO Unit, H-9F

phone (212) 326-7305

H.. Renee Latenstein **cnfimed
UNICEF NGO Unit, H-9F

phone : (212) 326-7305

Ms. Sehan Trehan c**cnfxred
Consultant
UNICEF Division of Information, H-9F

phone (212) 326-7263

MRLD BANK Mr. David Beckmann * regrets
Principle International Relations Officer
SPRIE, J3051
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I position of the Inter-Agency Commission,
nor its constituent sponsoring agencies.

Framework for the Participation of NGOs

in

The World Conference on Education for All

(Draft: 28 April 1989)

Background

1. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are an important
partner in realizing the goal of Education for All. They have
been effective in social and economic sectoral development
efforts, particularly at the grass-roots. They are a
heterogeneous group, with widely diverse aims. They vary in
sponsorship, ideology, sectoral emphasis, and style of working,
among a host of other characteristics. Therefgre, it is
particularly difficult for any individual to represent more than
his or her own immediate organization. This characteristic
poses problems with respect to the "representation" of NGOs inthe Steering Group, the Regional Conferences, and the World
Conference.

2. Their actions in relationship to donor agencies and
governments range from that of catalyst or trail-blazer in the
development process, to providing supplemental delivery systems
for national or international programs (e.g., immunization).
They are, however, often especially sensitive to being perceived
as extensions of government programs, cheap labor for donors, or
gap-filling supplements to larger programs. This sensitivity
must be borne in mind in seeking to obtain their support for and
participation in the World Conference, its preparation and
follow-up, particularly with a view to forging a true
partnership among donors, governments, and NGOs in realizing
Education for All.

IAC/5
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Strategic Goals

3. We have three strategic aims for involving NGOs: (a) to
engage their active support at the vanguard of regional and
country mobilization and information dissemination; (b) to
maximize the sharing of their unique experience working at the
grass roots in meeting basic learning needs, particularly with
regard to lessons that may be drawn from their innovative
schooling and alternative educational programs for out-of-school
youth and adults (e.g., literacy, employment-oriented skill
training,); and (c) to act to effect change in their own
programs to emphasize meeting basic learning needs.

Process of promoting NGO participation

4. In order to mobilize the broadest possible cross-section of
NGOs, different types of NGOs will be invited to participate in
meetings and consultations:

Type of NGO Level of Forum

Indigenous NGO Country Consultation Processes
and Meetings

Regional NGO Consortia Regional Conferences/Consultations
International NGO Steering Committee/World Conference

5. The Country level mobilization and meetings will be
initiated by the appropriate country agency. The participation
of country level NGOs in the regional meetings will be left to
the process at the country level.

6. The Regional Planning Groups now being formed by regional
arms of the four sponsoring agencies, to plan regional
consultation and mobilization strategies in preparation fo-r the
Conference, will be encouraged to include representatives of
regional NGO consortia in their deliberations. The Regional
Planning Meeting to be organized by each group within the next
four to six weeks, will include representatives from major NGO
consortia in each respective region. Possible Consortia from
each region which might attend the Regional Planning Meeting are
in Annex 1. The NGOs attending the Regional Conferences will be
encouraged to select 2-4 NGO delegates from their respective
meetings to attend the World Conference in Jomtien. The
criteria for selecting such delegates should be a mix of sector,
issue-cause orientation, achievements, and desire to work in
partnership with other NGOs, governments and/or donors.



ANNEX 1

Possible Regional NGO Consortia

Africa - FAVDO (Forum of African Voluntary
Development Organizations)
Key contact person: Mazide N'Daiye

- AALAE (African Association for
for Literacy and Adult Education)
Key contact person: Paul Wangoola

Southeast Asia - ANGOC (Asian NGO Consortium)
Key contact person: Edgardo Valenzuela

South Asia - PRIA (Participatory Research in Asia)
Key contact person: Rajesh Tandon

Europe - ICVA (International Council for
Voluntary Agencies)
Key contact person: Tony Kozlowski

Canada - CCIC (Canadian Council For
International Cooperation)
Key contact person: Tim Brodhead

- Canadian National Commission for
UNESCO
Key contact person:

Francine Fournier

USA - Inter Action
Key contact person: Tom Keehn

Latin America - CEAAL (Consejo de Educacion de
de Adultos de America Latin) -
Key contact persons:

Francisco Vio Grossi or
Cesar Picon

Caribbean - CARCAE (Caribbean Regional Council
for Adult Education)
Key contact persons:

Claudia Harvey or
Pat Ellis

Middle East - ARLO (Arab Literacy and Adult
Education Organization)
Key contact person:

Hashim Abuzeid Elsafi
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7. The World Conference will provide explicit "space(s)" for
NGO expression: (a) invited international NGOs will be full
participants in plenary deliberations; (b) national delegations
may include NGO representatives; (c) allocation of 1-4 plenary
presentations by NGOs; (d) NGO organization of several round
tables; (e) exhibits involving NGOs. The determination of who
should address the plenary would be made by the NGOs on the
international Steering Committee in consultation with regional
and national NGO delegates either prior to or in caucus at the
World Conference.

8. In addition to the above organizational structure and
program for involving NGOs in EFA, funding for a special study
to specifically review the NGO experience worldwide in the areas
of primary education and non-formal training and literacy is
being sought. This study will attempt to draw the major lessons
from NGOs working in the area of education. The results of such
a study would serve as a technical input into the regional
conferences and the World Conference.

Implementation

9. To initiate this process the following actions will be
required:

a. Each regional planning meeting should discuss this
framework and modify it according to regional and country
conditions.

b. The Secretariat should discuss this framework with the NGO '
members of the Steering Committee.

c. A general notification of the World Conference,
highlighting NGO involvement, should be sent out to all major
NGOs as soon as possible, with additional copies to UNICEF
country offices and to UNICEF and UNESCO regional offices for
further distribution.

28 April 1989
Inter-Agency Commission



,-NGO-ESCAP symposium, a futile exercise
bare handful of NGOs claiming Elaboratinga typology of "peo- At the multilateral UN donor M Ia- deed, the workshop on sE
to speak for "grassroots" NGOs ple's participation" (with NGOs agency level, the preference i Indeed, the only way - development was little nat stake was the very principle being vehicles for people's par- also for more "autonomo " sensus was possible on the dra than a dialogue between theNEW DELHI, July 6 of "voluntarism". Its watch- ticipation), Shah drew a distinc- development agencies. Poll ical report of the symposium was by. P social Division-Chir'

Sure, we called them for a dia- words were - people's institiL- tion between the ideological scientist Rajni Kothari sees e- clearly enunciating at the be- 'i7Von Ro and the disal
igue. But who are they to tell tions, decentralisation, autono- view of participation that per- hind the intricate pattern o ning the nature of th - qpd's international deles what we should do? Don't my, flexibility and creativity. ceived it as a means of empow- state and international donor nvited by genator.:ta yashiro,'apan
iey know who pays us?" ES- For A M Sattar of the Interna- ering people;'or realignment of agency sponsorship of NGOs In ESCAP. In overwhelming ma- 'Governments were not i
AP official Edward Von Ro In tional Council on the Manage- structures and the pragmatic ,developing "the rapacious drive jority were the International suited In drawing up the lis
is candid slip of a remark was ment of Population Pro- view of participation which per- of a transnationalised, technol- NGOs and their interests were NGOs and there were quilluding to much more than the grammes (ICOMP) or D L Umali ceived it as .a cost effective, re- ogy driven capitalism" which clearly different. 'There were sfew adverse murmurs in di
bvious contradiction in a UN of the Asian NGO Coalition for source saving way of imple- has discovered the earlier ave- those like the South Asian Asso- mattc tircles in Bangkok, At
rganisation.' ESCAP whose Agrarian Reform and Rural De- menting schemes . - the aues of investment in urban in- ciation of.Non-Government Or- ESCAP meeting in Djakarta,
kandate is defined by govern- velopment (ANGOC), there was management approach. dustries drying up and the need ganisation (SAANGO) whose CAP had been authorised
Lents, reaching out to NGO. He nothing amiss at all in appeal- It is this depoliticised techno- to look for iew frontiers that lie representative Sadiq Malik was convene a conference but
ras echoing. the irritation, in- also the covenor of the Rural Von Roy. admitted, the couieed amazement, of the ESCAP .. .. ,Development Foundation of Pa- members had not given a i
ecretariat which found its pre- a Inthe last few years, there has been a renewed interest in the kistan whose chairman was date to ESCAP to work clorranged consensus on its rec- General Zia-ul Haq. Malik and with national NGOs. The sommendations at the close of NGO model as against state bureaucracy for "deliverig" Sattar clearly had their sights development workshop cl
ie ESCAP-NGO regional sym- set on bureaucratic empire well propose that ; r
osium (Bangkok June 14-161 development. In India, the thrust in all poverty alleviation and The selection of NGOs from distance between Gsambarrassingly challenged. rural development programmes is now on working through AsJa and the Pacific was thus gevernments shouldiiiidefNo, there was (as yet) to be no . not a matter of insignificant im- byESCAtIod NGOs'in collaecommen'dation for an Asia- NGOs or the voluntary sector, or as the Calcutta based NGO portance. ESCAP ExecutiveSec- ratiop. But it is highly unlil'acific NGO Council. ESCAP decibsf . retary. Kibria maintained that that sovereign governments:
tas not to prepare a charter for Unnayan describes it, another extension of the privatisation of h NGOs chosen had been allow such an encroachmen
ie proposed body, establish its . the public sector . those witb which ESCAP had al- their rights.
3cretariat or mobilise re- ready worked, the selection also Other groups like the
3urces for its programme of -*- being influenced by the sectoral dealing with environment
ctivities. ESCAP was not to be areas of focus. These included particular, were hopeful I
sked to refer to an appropriate ing to $SCAP and other UN managerial approach-to peo- deep in the countryside. For the integrated rural development, ESCAP could carry out an ac
ody (UN: ECOSOC) to develop a agencies to provide assistance ple's participation that informs former, the state and its agen- environment, population. hu- cacy function in helping NGC
et of international guidelines/ 'in institution building and man- the official NGO discourse for cies were alright, but for the lat- man settlements and aspects of gain approval or legitin
nvention governing the rights agement training to improve governments, international ter it is the NGOs which can tap social development.' with governments. And cleind obligations of NGO's func- the effectiveness of NGOs. But agencies and international these "target populations." Kibrip's emphasis on a sec- were it not for ESCAP, Johbioning on an inter-country r Kirtee Shah of the Ahmed- . NGOs. In the last few. years, What of the proposed Asia - toral approach was hardly ce-nT]ilf~yl-i1%88 Magasrasis. ) . ad Study Action Group' there has been a renewed inter-' ' Pacific NGO Council and the borne out by the motley mix of say Award winner for his A
The call for an NGO Council (ASAG), it was in opposition to est in the NGO model as against code of conduct? Was it only a .subjects lumped under "the ru- in slum settlements in Southnd a code of conduct/conven- the ideology of self-reliance of state bureaucracy for "deliver- i question of the proposal never bric social developaient which rea, would not have got a,
on had been agreed upon ap- drawing upon local resources to ing" development. In India, the having been discussed at the ranged from youth, women dis- for Thailand to attend the c
irently before the conference support "grassroots NGOs". thrust in all poverty alleviation symposium and only dished out ability and drug abuse. More- ' ference. But as Kirtee Shah,
V the influential "club" of in- ' It was Kirtee Shah who, more and rural development pro- at the end as a recommenda- over, ESCAP chose not to invite quick to point out, governmotrnational NGOs and the ES- often than not in a minority of grammes is now on working tion? Who had "urged" ESCAP well-known . .representatives have often not taken kindlAP only awaiting the formal one,. vociferously carried the through NGOs or the voluntary to assist in preparing a charter from women's organisations in interference by internatic
pproval of the 41 NGOs who -burden of the argument for the sector, or as the Calcutta based for the council, ; the -irascible -Thailand but favoured instead organisations. * For exam
'ere represented at the -first voiceless absent "grassroots" NGO Unnayan describes it, an- Kirtee Shah had asked, quoting organisations like the "Interna- representatives of Amnesty
ver such symposium. For the NGOs in.whose name the domi- other extension of the privatisa-' the recommendation. For once tional Pan Pacific and South ternational are -Lt given vi
iternational NGOs it would be nant international NGOs pre- tion of the public sector. -Volags he was not alone and Perween East Asia Women's Association for India. Kibria was inorer
major step in bureaucratic in- sumed to speak. Not pulling his have virtually become an ad- Rahman from the Orangi Pilot (PPSEAWA) whose representa- istic. ESCAP's support to N1itution building of the "third punches, he dared to pose the junct of government agencies, Project of Karachi also opposed tives may.bi a part of the'Thai is assured unless it is agai
(stem", the NGO sector at the question "who is using whom,. either through co-optation or the proposal to. be joined by elite but had little to contribute (the intergovernmental- boiternational level. But for a in the NGO-ESCAP dialogue. coetcion. iThayalam Miniandy from oi the' wonen's questions. In- n date.
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Giving Development a Human Face
By Idriss Jamairy

The writer is president of the Rome-based of the production effort? When this mechanistic ap-
International Fund for Agricultural Development proach is applied in the developing world, "humanC AIRO - In 1974, Henry Kissinger called on resources" often choose to abandon the production

leaders gathered at the World Food Conference in process - especially if they see no quick and tangible
Rome to accept as a goal that "within a decade no benefit. In Burkina Faso, for example, it was only after
human being's future and capacity would be stunted hill farmers saw their crops increase dramatically that
by malnutrition." At present, 15 years later, 40,000 of they pitched in to build stone embankments for soil
the Third World's poor die of hunger every day. and water conservation.

After years of research, experimentation and experi. Countless projects have failed because the people
ence in the field, development specialists are now whose labor was needed were unwilling participants.
urging a greater emphasis on the human role. This, at The techno-centric as oed to ethno-centnc ap-
least, is the message that leaders meeting this week in proach to devdopment is med to failure; it ignores
Cairo to v'scuss food issues are hearing tastes, habits, customs, knowledge and "perience.

What has been learned since 1974 is that people, What is required is nothing less than a complete re-
however poor, malnourished or unschooled, must not evaluation of the human element in development,

-be treated like so many tons of fertilizer, seed, shifting from a materialistic to a humanistic approach.
tion tubing or shovels, to be used as input for i. Consistent vith its calls for the promotion of free-
criminate growth. People have to be seen instead as the dom, democracy and human rights, the international
ultimate purpose of the development process. community should be guided by the promotion of

How many times a day do bankers, business execu- human fulfillment in the development process. Experi-
tives, the news media and bureaucrats speak of "hu- ence shows that sustainable development occurs only
man resources," as if people were widgets to be shuf- where le are happy and active in a project. That is
fled around with other materials for production what opment is really about.
purposes, as if humans were not the ultimate goal International Herald Tribune.

It Can Start With a Handful of Rice
D HAKA, liwtadesh - A vil- By Jerry Sternin they become planner, ivestors

lage woroan in this country of and family benefactoi-
110 million people is the most dis- The women in this program are
advantaged and undervalued mem- Children (USA) has helped 5,000 encouraged to raise their intellectu-
ber of the community. She is con- Bangladeshi village women join al horizons beyond the walls of
sidered a nonproductive burden. together in the past eight years to their compounds and to take part in

This traditional perception has form more than 520 self-help the development of their villages. A
had tragic results. The death rate groups. Using their savings, along woman's vote now carries the same
for girls aged I to 5 in Bangla- with matching funds from the weight as her male counterpart's on
desh is about 60 percent higher agency, the women have under- most village committees. Women
than for male infants. Village fe- taken income-generating projects also meet to exchange experiences.
males who survive infancy are such as processing rice, raising In 1988, after more than two
more likely to be malnourished, to poultry and making handicrafts. years of negotiations with village
receive fewer years of education, Participants use some of the leaders, markets for women were
to own less property, to play a opened. These markets, among the
smaller role in decision-making first in Bangladesh, enabled wom-
and to die at a younger age than A savings program in en to be self-reliant and contrib-
males of their age. ute directly to the welfare of their

There is a brutal logic behind Bangladesh vql"age families. Village women can now
this. As in many parts o the Third select the food their families eat
World, families generally favor has a&n0 01 WOmen to and directly sell their own prod-
sons over daughters because of the o out of the CCle ucts without depending on middle-
male's economic importance in a men who, of course, took a share
rugged agricultural society. Not of low status, poor of the profit.
only will he contribute to family As women have shown their abil-
income and status, but he will bring heath and nqglect. ity to enhance the economic status
a wife into the household to pro- and health of their families, they
duce additional sons and ensure the have gained status in the eyes of
aging parents' well-being. profits to buy extra food and medi- their husbands and communities.

A girl, on the other hand, must be cine or to pay school fees. The bal- The health of their children, female
fed and clothed until she is old ance is reinvested to earn additional and male, has improved as well.
enough to marry, when a dowry income. Those first few handfuls of Surveys show that baby daugh-
must be paid. So parents are less rice have grown into savings of ters of women in the savings groups
generous with scarce resources - more than $35,000, a substantial have a much higher survival rate
food, money, medicine - for an sum in rural Bangladesh. than females born to nonmembers,
ailing or malnourished little girl than The savings groups give village Among savins-group participants,
they would be for a boy. women a sense of competence and there is no difference between ihe

But if there is logic in this vicious effectiveness. They use their earn- survival rates of girls and boys.
circle, means are also available to ings to improve the living standard And the incidence of life-threat-
break out of it. For example, a of their families. And in regular ening malnutrition is 40 percent
woman can divert a handful of rice meetings, the women receive train- lower among dau ters of savings
allotted for her dinner and carefully ing in birth control, health, sanita- group members thn among girls
store it. After a week, she entrusts tion and nutrition. According to whose mothers have remained out-
her "savings" to a child, who sells their interests, they may also get side the self-help associations.
the rice for her in the market, which reading lessons or training in lead-
custom forbids her to visit. ership, decision-making, bookkeep- The writer, a former assistant dean

In fact, these handfuls of rice ing or household management. at Harvard Business School, is direc-
have formed the basis for a suc- Gradually these activities trans- tor of Save the Children (USA) in
cessful womens' savings program. form the women's roles. From Bangladesh. He contributed this to
The voluntary agency Save the child caretakers and housekeepers, the International Herald Tribune.



How oIuntary are they?
telling cOmment On the health of the D or-General, t Additional Directors- basis for such an assumptIon, nor does it agencies in future. But what will these stan-

voluntary sector that according to a recent General, and two Directors. But it 0 obvious- anywhere talk about the performance of, dards be has not been spelt out beyond stat-
overn survey the performance of near- ly not satisfied with, just five poke and at thosi agencies which despite the cumber- lng that only those agencies "whic (sic) are

ly60 per cent of the voluntary agencies its first meeting recently a case was sought some procedure were associated with the totally committed and non-communal in
i In the field of adult education is to be made for creating as many as 32 more NAEP. In fact, the document is a sharp In- character and which have a good track rec-

litucoy and even the bona fides of posts. It was argued that these wqeneose- dictient of the Government and often reads ord in the field of adult education" should
a large number of these are suspect. Of 342 like A- lA of grievan6es prepared on behalf be selected, The implication is obvious: that'
agencies whose work was evaluated, as of thevoluntary sector, It says that there was, in the past orginisations which were noti
many as 200 failed to measure up to the The performanCe of v06n* (1) hMdly any institutional support to impart "totally committed" or "non-communal in
minimum, orms and doubts were expressed traCning to the functionaries of voluntary character" had been selected. People would
about the boe fides of 155. The work of a dmlal. adlt Odfld.M I I agencies; 2 hardly any forum or mechanism like to know how this happened, and who
only 27 a cies was rated as "fully satia- d i. And the bo fides Of for interaction...among voluntary agencies was responsible for this.

tory" and the peformance of 115 "has many of them are queso nabl. either at the Stat or national level; (3) there Poa pbobpe for Imlprovem~ent". So& T thooenetsctne ther; Irritants and stumbling pIPoUf
By"lt accounts, this is a pretty dismal pic- oi iosfln dn ' procedure for sanctioning and If anything, the chances of such organisa-

furs end one would have thought that thisi faith in these agencies and the relsse of grant-in-aid to voluntary agencies; tions creeping into the system are eveo
Would make the Government a little less en- pampe of them with liberal (4)there was no satisfactory arrange- greater under the new dispensation con-
thusidstic about the voluntary sector. Indica- mat for overseeing the performance of sidering the increased emphasis on num-
tions, however, are to the contrary, especial- doses of funds defies th. iienolle. bers" and the liberalisation of the rules which
ly in education, and it would appear that thea understanding. .I .tit .a these deficiencies makes "voluntarism" a more profitable prop-

very Implementation of the National Literay vdbe movedbt some still persit osition. There is a fear that with the b
isoion ayoM - a mjpn'hhNn behemovt t e ill pi in the field expected to meet certain e-

Education - hinges on the support and foremost among t lack of proper termined targets quali could well take a
it get from this sector. them "the -administrative structure envisaged monitoring. The document admits that 'al- back seat. This is what ppened in the past

for the NLMA will not be complete." and, according to the survey mentioned in
19- 7 are TThe exact composition of the consortium tute the beginning, 11 States and one Union tern-

1988,70voluntary agnce are to nase6a opstino h tory - that too the capital of India, Delhi
associated with the NLM as compared with has not been announced, and all that has wide and comprehensive in coverage as ex- - were guilty of choosing agencies of ques-
300 last year, and by 1990 their number been said is that it 'should be manned by pected." The proposed cohsortium is pro- tionable credentials. UttarPradesh le the
Would go up to 1,000. So keen is the Gov- eminent educationists, planners, administra- list with 22 such agencies, followed by Guja
ernment on the participation of voluntary tore and representatives of lead Stt-wIse break-up of grant ntioned rt (14), Maharashtra (11), Rajasthan (7),
agencies that it has iiberalised the central agencies." But considering the 2a assigned lavmbel-po rn idind a 1) aaahra01,Rjshn()
schame undler which financial assistance is to the consortium - "to advise the Central' to volunltary ageficiS uptio .. Madhya Pradesh (5), the Union territory of

gvnto them,' an lormve .heln and State Govemnments on all mattrs per- .Iun 30, 1os g8(uring Iges-eg Delhi (4), Tamil Nadu, Kamnataka and Orissa
of s 10 lakha. There is now no limit on the taining to the involvemnt of voluntary ,a a
amount of financial assistance that can be agencies in the NLM "- and given the pro NO. NO. or Punab (1 each).
gloen$ any agency penSity of official set-ups to grow, it seems qtahAJ.T. of Centres sanctioned This cannot be explained simply in terms

What is ostensibl "voluntry" effort is all set to spawn a little bureaucracy of its On Ri.) of procedural deficiencies or lack of proper
thus turning out to be a fairly expensive af- own: With a top heavy NLMA, a network monitoring. That so many States to have
fair. UhtIl June this year alone, the Govern- of voluntary agencies, a consortium to moni- Andhra commissioned so many substandard agenQ-
ment had sanctioned Rs. 2,41,69,000 in all tor and coordinate their work, and a host Pradesh 7 540 16,80,000 ies - and for so long - indicates that there
to. 120 agencies (see chart for state-wise of existing set-ups such as the Eureau of Assarn 5 390 12,30,000 was something wrong with the very process
break-up), and with 280 more agencies still Adult Educatiorn the National r BIhar 3 160 5,00,000 of selection, and knocks the bottom out of
waiting to be funded the bill is likely to go Mission finds itself entangled in a web of ol- 13uJwat 19 1740 62,20,000 the assumption that the National Adult Edu-
up substantially by the end of the current fi- cial and semi-official bodies even before kLI Haryana 2 130 4,10.000 cation Programme would have been a thun-
nancial year. Is such heavy expenditure on has properly taken off. Karnatak 7 340 14,87,000 daring success if only it had been able tq
voluntiry bodies' justified in view of their Cumibersome procedu Maharashtra t9 715 26,80,000 attract more voluntary agencies.
Poo Oerformance Iln' the past? Mordover, *Although Vol i have beenMahtedoes, it mean that the vast governmentassociatedbi 1 60 1,80,000 The idea here is not to question the in

is not capable of implementing te inn adult education right since Grim 1 30 90,000 portance of voluntary effort, but to point to
tw NLM on its own? Or is it an attempt to of t f f-yar P, it jab 3 260 8,20,000 what a pears to be excessive dependenceteirE NW on ts was with launching of the National Adult Rajasthan 4 30 6,00,000 on it. For, education is not the only areamhhv* It of the burden of a difficult task?Edcto rpane(APin17 TmlNei,Themp are the questions being asked even Education Programme (NAEP) in 1978 T a dl 9 320 22,86,000 where the catch word for success is madi

I rc'A now "hjacked" by the NLMV - that their per- Uttair radebh 20 740 21,70,000 out to be voluntarism. The Health MinisteA
ticia 'tion increased signifiantly., there West Bengal 5 190 7,30,000 talks about it, the Minister for Women andwas no significant'm pDree 1n5 en70 30,86,- Child Development talks about it, the Prime

vas s i is increasing reliance on vol- semination of adult ucetion e 1i Con Minister talks about it, and Mr Sm etrada
iayljniw, the official machinery is being officially given is the "crmbersome po- Total 120 6515 2,41,69,000 talks about it, giving the impression that nq
expnded. Already, a new layer of bureau- cedure which d large-scale pn Goverment programme - whether in th
r4cy'-- the National Literacy Mission Auth- ticipation of volunttryhiesthe asunnb oedmetponm he heh in ft

Crity (LMA) - hap been created to coordi- tion obviously being that if tha rules had' In h wa of a wider a field of education, Ith or soial wefare'
nts the implementation of the NLM: and been simpler enough to attract a * he" ithne on f tay o affected voluntary effort

0*66 % ill move to set up a consortium at ber of agencies things would have dif- tire of vol untr gencies or -affected vSy Uroor
the Ceintre and State level to monitor the ferentterefciefntinn.HsnS ro
Work of voluntary agencies. The NLMA has An official document presented at the'last More "rigorous standards", it is said, are Special Correspondent
a fairly elaborate structure consisting of one meeting of the NLMA, however, givesno to be followed while selecting voluntary in New Delhi
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4th Meeting of the ITFL, 10 - 15, Safari Beach Hotel, Mombasa, Kenya

WORKING GROUP ON BASIC EDUCATION FOR ALL:

Preamble

1. Thirty years ago, NGOs were limited in nmbers, competence and
capability. Today there are thousands even hundreds of thousands
of NGOs globally, at the local, provincial, national, regional
and international levels. Many of these are extremely capable
and hundreds work with people's movements, for social trans-
formation.

2. It was against this background that the 4th ITFL Meeting invited
the Deputy Executive Secretary of the World Commission,

Dr. Nat Colleta, to provide the meeting with information on
the proposed World Bank-UNICEF-UNESCO-UNDP-sponsored conference

to be held in Bangkok next March (1990) on Basic Education

for All (BEFA) by- the year 200. This dialogue was requested

to enable ITFL get basic and background information, provide

an opportunity for ITFL's articulation of their views on BEFA

to the organisers of the Bangkok conference, as well as provide

an opportunity for ITFL members, individually and collectively,

to reflect on BEFA and to develop strategies to influence thought
and action internally (within ITFL membership) and beyond,

before, during and after Bangkok. The ITFL's interest in Bangkok
also stemmed from the fact that it seemed clear that the World
Bank and its co-opted co-sponsors intended to use the Bangkok

conference to determine the world's education agenda and orien-
tation for many years to come.

3. The briefing the 4th ITFL received on the proposed Bangkok

conference on BEFA -occasioned several

concerns on the part of the ITFL NGOs. These included:

3.1 The monopoly of education policy-making by a small,

all-male group at the World Bank, UNESCO and UNICEF.

3.2 The continued lack of sensitivity to realities, for example,

the innuendo that to be illiterate is to be ignorant.

3.3 There was no adequate' time or strategy for wide consul-

tations before March, 1990.

3.4 NGOs are not delivery systems to be used by Governments,

inter-governmental organisations or anybody else; :mid
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nor are they a source of cheap labour.

3.5 NGOs are not waiting to be called upon, although they

want their voice to be heard.

The Issues

4. The 4th ITFL Meeting welcomed the conference on BEFA because:
4.1 The international situation'-calls for an all-round review

of educational policy.

4.2 It will provide an opportunity to strengthen international
cooperation.

5. The 4th ITFL meeting calls upon the sponsors of the conference
on BEFA to ensure as follows:

5.1 That the conference is linked to the ILY/Decade and the
Plan of Action to eradicate illiteracy.

5.2 That education is seen on the basis of a need-based totality
for all, irrespective of race, colour, age, sex or other

distinctions; .and that in this context BEFA be linked to

primary education, literacy and adult education.

6. The sponsors are called upon not to look at education in isolation
of historical and social reality, but in the general international
economic, political and social setting, as the only basis for
the formulation of realistic goals and objectives. The sponsors
are urged further to examine education in the context of past,
exisiting and projected World Bank/IMF economic policies.

7. The 4th ITFL Meeting also calls upon the sponsors to imaginatively
and flexibly encourage and support consultations and the gene-
ration of ideas on BEFA which go beyond the formalism of
government and intergovernmental organisations; and that channels
be established for them to receive a diversity of views,

suggestions etc, without having to go through intermediaries.

Recommendations to ITFL Members

8. The 4th ITFL Meeting recommended to the members of the Task
Force as follows:
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8.1 To use the occasion of the conference on BEFA to bring
to the attention of the sponsors, governments and the
world at large the existence of NGOs as a force for social
action and development.

8.2 To use the Bangkok conference and the process leading
to it for an occasion to reflect on BEFA in the context
of totality of education, and in the context of the
political, economic and social reality.

8.3 That member organisations commit themselves to initiating
a process within their organisations and constituency
to articulate a position on BEFA; and that each position
so arrived at be sent to the ITFL office which will prepare

-/ a common position paper reflecting the strength of unity
of the diverse positions and issues. The ITFL position
shall be circulated to the sponsors, governments, NGOs
and other relevant organisations and individuals before
the Bangkok conference.

8.4 That the ITFL initiates a process to enable the NGOs
to hold a consultation meeting at Bangkok, side-by-side
with the conference, to articulate their position on BEFA
and to lobby for official support for the ITFL position.

8.5 To animate this process the ITFL therefore set up a Working
Group consisting of Budd Hall, Lalita Ramdas, Joyce Kebathi,
Cesar Picon, Anna Dourtcheva, Hashim Abuzeid El Safi
and Paul Wangoola.

8.6 A letter be written to the conference sponsors (World
Bank, UNESCO, etc) informing them of ITFL's support for
the conference on BEFA, our plans for providing inputs;
and further to request for their cooperation and support.

8.7 That members of ITFL be ready to participate in any con-
sultations on BEFA called by the sponsors and their allies,
it being understood that such participation will be in
addition to the separate and independent articulation
of an ITFL position.-

8.8 That in this initiative every action undertaken should

be to strengthen the literacy and adult education movement;
to strengthen the structures and internal operations
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of NGOs; as well as create an environment and capacity

for cooperation and concerted action - before, during

and after the conference on BEFA.

Members of the Working Group

Paul Wangoola - Chairman

Lalita Ramdas - Rapporteur

Cesar Picon

Maria Luise

Anna Dourtcheva

Agnetta Lind

Adama Berthe

Suzie Devins

Marc Lalonde

Roberto Armando

Nteba Bakumba

Rao Chelikani

Budd Hall

Mai Tra-Bach

Willie Mdigo
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March 20, 1990

US OFFICE
Mr. Nat Colleta

475 Riverside Drive Deputy Executive Secretary

Tel. 212-870-2992 WCEFA Inter-Agency Commission
Fax No. 212-870-3112 UNICEF House
Cable:Memintcom,NewYork Three, United Nations Plaza
Telex:238573RRNYUR New York, N.Y. 10017
OFFICERS -U.S.A.

James G. Johnson, Jr. Dear Nat:
Chairman
Juan M. Flavier
President Congratulations on the successful WCEFA in
AntonioC.deJesus Jomtien, Thailand, and thank you very much for
ExeutiveVicePresident, making it possible for me to be there on behalf of
Robert F. O'Brien II RR.
Vice President,
United States' I am sending you herewith a copy of the
LeopoldoM. Clemente,Jr. Statement which I issued in Jomtien on behalf of
Treasurer IIRR, just in case you did not get one during the

conference itself (which will not surprise me as
TRUSTEES this Statement came out only on the last day, when
John M.Allen people were hurrying to wind up and go home, which
JaneK.Boorstein means that a number of documents, including this

opoldoM. ementeJr. one, may not have been distributed to everybody).
WilliamF.Cody I am not sure what your plans are for documenting
BavoCool and publishing the conference proceedings, but if
Bernd V. Dreesmann the documentation will include statements such as

GusaveraO. this, I hope you can help ensure that this one gets
James G. Johnson, Jr. included.
James F. Kelly
ManuelP.Manahan I forgot to ask you if you will be in China in
Louis L. Mitchell
RussellA. Philips,Jr. May for the conference on the rural reconstruction
G.N. Reddi philosophy of Dr. Yen. I hope you will be there as
JoseManuelRestrepo I will also be there with Juan Flavier, Ping-sheng
RobertA.Wilson Chin, and others from IIRR.
TRUSTEES EMERITUSC

Until then, keep well, and congratulations
Walter H. Jud again for your masterful handling of the WCEFA!
Howard W. McCall, Jr.

Sincerely yours,
FOUNDERS

Y.C. James Yen
Alice Huie Yen

CONRADO "DING" NAVARRO
Assistant o the President/
Director, ield Operational
Research Division (FORD)

Encl: a/s

A d wh nu uatonaU Rural

Recostrctin M vem ntsin C lom iaGhaa G ate ala ndi, Pilipins ad Tailand.



STATEMENT OF THE

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF RURAL RECONSTRUCTION (IIRR)

AT THE

WORLD CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION FOR ALL (WCEFA)

Jomtien, Thailand
5-9 March 1990

The INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF RURAL RECONSTRUCTION (IIRR),
a non-governmental organization (NGO) based in the Philippines,
but dedicated to the promotion of the interest of the rural poor
throughout the Third World, is honored to have been invited to
participate in this historic first WORLD CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION
FOR ALL (WCEFA).

IIRR takes this invitation as a recognition of its seventy
years of involvement in the worldwide quest to provide basic
education to all, particularly the rural poor. This involvement
started when IIRR's founder, the late Dr. Y.C. James Yen (Yen
Yang Chu), first taught his illiterate Chinese countrymen who
were serving with the Allies in France during World War I how to
read and write in Chinese, using a highly simplified yet
very effective method of teaching literacy, which eventually
served as one of the bases for the teaching of literacy
throughout China. For his pioneering work in this field, Dr. Yen
was honored with the Copernican Citation in 1943 as one of the
"outstanding revolutionaries of the world", alongside such other
great men as Albert Einstein, John Dewey, Walt Disney, Igor
Sikorsky and the Wright Brothers.

Upon returning to China in 1923, Dr. Yen organized what was
to become the predecessor of IIRR, namely, the Chinese Mass
Education Movement (CMEM), through which he and his colleagues
carried to many parts of China the simplified literacy teaching
method that he developed in France. It was estimated that the
CMEM reached about 60 million Chinese at its peak.

In 1926, the CMEM branched out from simply teaching the rural
people of China how to read and write. Recognizing the
interlocking nature of the problems of illiteracy, poverty,
disease and civic inertia, the CMEM evolved a Fourfold Program of
Rural Reconstruction in its first "social laboratory" in Ding
Xian (formerly Ting Hsien) in Hopei Province of North China.
This Fourfold Program was an integrated development model
consisting of interrelated activities in education (to fight
illiteracy), livelihood (to address poverty), primary health care
(to combat disease), and self-government (to promote people's
participation in civic affairs).
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Today, seventy years after Dr. Yen taught his first class of
illiterate Chinese coolies the rudiments of the Chinese language
in a tent in the battlefields of France, the IIRR carries on his
crusade to release the peasants of the Third World from the
shackles of illiteracy, poverty, disease and civic inertia
through the Fourfold Program. Aside from the Philippines, where
IIRR operates its own "social laboratories" in three provinces,
the Fourfold Program is now being implemented in many other
countries of the world, particularly in those where IIRR has
affiliated national rural reconstruction movements, namely,
Thailand, India, Guatemala, Colombia, Ghana, and the Philippines
itself.. Facets of this Program are also being implemented by
IIRR's almost 1,000 training alumni in over 50 countries of the
world, representing more than 100 NGOs and government development
organizations.

As IIRR enters its eight decade- of service to the rural poor
of the Third World, it re-dedicates itself to the cause of mass
education, which remains as the foundation. of its Fourfold
Program of Rural Reconstruction, and joins the rest of the
participants in the WCEFA in endorsing the World Declaration on
Education for All and the Framework for Action to Meet Basic
Learning Needs.

IIRR's headquarters and world center is located in Silang,
Cavite, the Philippines. It also has offices in the following
locations:

Manila New York

Elena Apts., Rm. 38 475 Riverside Drive
512 R. Salas St. Room 1270
Ermita, Manila New York, N.Y. 10115
Philippines U.S.A.
Tel. No. 582-659 Tel. No. (212) 870-2992
Fax No. (632) 522-2494 Fax No. (212) 870-3112
Cable: IIRRINC MANILA Cable: MEMINTCOM
Telex: 40856 IIRR PM Telex: 238573 RRNY UR
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